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and Jeff Yee were two of the many Laurier students to participate in Culture Shock, a celebration of cultural diversity presented by the Equality Awareness Committee last night.
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the students could negotiate their
demands.
Stefan Sereda
The protestors, angry with a
126% increase in tuition fees since
Though it was not the Bastillestorming of 1789, student protest 1991, large student debt-loads and
a severe lack of government and
at the University of Guelph has
caused an uproar. An event which university funding, issued a list of
quickly became known at the six demands.
These demands included "a
University as "the occupation" left
many
public, official University of
one student hospitalized and
others "frustrated."
Guelph declaration in support of
Monday morning, at approxi- accessible education," that the
school "devote
mately 8:10 am,
the University's
50% of all new
funding, from
administration
the
Essentially,
any source, to
offices
were
students wanted reducing tuition
entered by a
number of stumore public and fees for all stuwho
barridents/' and for
dents
less
private
caded themselves
the University to
in
more
support
paying
"spend
tried
to
in and
money lobbying
seize the office
tuition fees
the governments
using
tactics
for
increased
recently developed at Queen's.
funding than soliciting private,
"The students stormed the alumni, corporate and other donaoffice and barricaded all the tions." Essentially, the students
Maureen wanted more public and less priexits,"
reported
Mancuso, the assistant Vice vate support in paying tuition fees,
President of Academics at Guelph, because the conditions attached to
At the time of invasion, the office private funding "inherently limit
suite was occupied by a board our freedom."
meeting. The board members
Continued on page 3
were given sheets of paper so that

Two Brantford students to run in election
Matthew Cade
For the first time since the inception of
Laurier's Brantford campus in 1999, two of
its students will be running for seats on the
Students' Union Board of Directors.
But be sure not to mention the distinction too loudly something both candidates
seem intent on changing is the perception
Laurier's Waterloo students have about
those that attend the Brantford campus.
"I just wanted to get Brantford a better
voice," commented Grayson Sherritt about
his reasons for running. "We're not treated
the same way the main campus is treated,
and that's something I wanted to correct."
Monday morning was the first chance for
this year's candidates to get out and meet
the voting public. The event was held at the
Brantford campus, and much of what Sherrit
and James McKay say they stand for as
Brantford students was echoed by the few
extras who showed up.
Questions were asked of the candidates
about how each believed communication
between the two campuses could be
improved. One student, who commented
that current Students' Union President Dave
-
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Laurier Brantford student Grayson Sherritt speaks at an open forum tor the upcoming
Students' Union elections while fellow candidate James McKay looks on.

Prang "pissed me off," the only time he saw
him down there this year, went so far as to
challenge Waterloo candidates not to take
the Brantford campus for granted.
Neither Sherrit nor McKay were nearly as
angry, but both agree in principle that
Brantford students need a louder voice.

"Though no one's fault, Brantford doesn't have the representation that it needs,"
said McKay. "There's tons of potential for
(things to be done down here)," he went on,
"but unless there is something to foster it, it
will become stagnant.
In terms of those things which most tan-

gibly affect students at the Brantford campus, the one which requires the most immediate action, according to Sherritt and
McKay, is the fact that 40% of their student
fees come to the Waterloo campus. For students on the Waterloo campus, all 100%
stays home.
Other things, including the lack of
for
in
opportunities
participation
Orientation Week for first-year students, also
concern these candidates.
Largest of all, though, is Sherrit and
McKay's desire to change the way Laurier
Waterloo views Laurier Brantford.
"Most people are not aware that everyone down here is a Contemporary Studies
major," said Sherritt.
"(Students on the Waterloo campus)
don't have the same insight that someone
going to the Brantford campus actually has,"
he continued, in reference to the fact that
several other candidates at the forum professed their concern for the Brantford campus and its students.
"Just being there would give us a
stronger voice."
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Open forum opens campaigns
Candidates get out and kiss babies in Brantford during
first discussion with voters
Matthew Cade
The first open forum of this year's
campaign period has passed and
the first hot issue is...the Brantford
campus.
On monday morning candidates running for Students' Union
President, Student Publications
Students'
Union
President,
President:
Executive
Vice
Affairs
and
Union
University
Director travelled to Laurier
Brantford to introduce themselves
to students.
Most candidates discussed
growth and space issues, as well as
student volunteer opportunities in
their opening remarks. However,
mostly because of the venue, talks
quickly turned to Laurier Brantford
students and the issues which
most affect them.
Perhaps the most controversial
topic, and one that nearly every
candidate addressed, had to do
with student fees. Currently, 40%
of the money Brantford students
pay to the Students' Union stays at
the Waterloo campus while the
dollars spent by Laurier Waterloo
students stays put.
If anything the candidates had
to say can be trusted, students
should expect the fee schedule to
be carefully scrutinized in early
May and the appropriate changes
mad .
James McKay and Grayson
Sherritt are the first two Laurier
Brantford students to run for the
Board of Directors. Myles Wilson,
Meighan Doherty and Kerri O'Neill
were the only three Waterloo cam-
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Students' Union presidential candidates Andy Pushaiik (left) and J eyas Balaskanthan speak with students at
Brantford eartipus Monday morning

pus students of the twenty running
for the Board that joined them.
O'Neill, who supports the creation of a Brantford portfolio on
the Students' Union Board, told
her audience that in spite of the
difficulties students have suffered
through this year, growth at
Laurier is a good thing as long as
it's controlled. Most candidates
agreed.

However, several students in

the audience added that there is
plenty of room for growth at the
Brantford campus, and that it only
makes sense to use this to the
advantage of the university. These
echo
thoughts
sentiments
expressed by the Students' Union
before Christmas in their paper on
sustainable growth.
It was clear, however, that

'iMfraw

Brantford students did not want to
be, or be seen as, the leftovers or
overflow from the Waterloo campus.
"I know quite a few people who
were peeved about (not having
that respect)," said McKay.
A first-year student who transferred to the Brantford campus
after a run-in with a triple room in
the summer, McKay says he doesn't

plan on leaving in the near future.
Student Publications presidential candidates had a different
angle to speak from and a different
message to get out. Each of Dave
Field, Ben Martin and Stephen
Tanner discussed developing a
more fruitful relationship between
both campuses. There wasn't too
much that separated what each
had to say on this issue.
Students at Brantford produce
the Sputnik, a student newsletter
that includes both news and opinion. Plans are already in the works
to include a semi-regular page or
section entirely devoted to
Brantford students and Brantford
issues.
Some other issues that arose
were things like teacher evaluations, which have recently become
an issue on the Waterloo campus.
Myles Wilson also stressed the
need for greater accountability and
transparency in the Union.
Students should expect the
issues to refocus toward things
such as parking spaces, teacher
evaluations and volunteer opportunities and funding at next week's
open forum. But don't expect the
Brantford agenda to disappear.
Step 1) Meet the candidates
today and tomorrow in the

Concourse.
Step 2) Attend the open forum
on next week and grill them
with questions.

Step 3] Vote, dammit!

Finance and math, together at last
New financial mathematics program to be introduced at Laurier.
In an effort to move into "a very new area,"
as of next year Laurier's mathematics depart-

will be offering Canada's first undergraduate diploma in financial mathematics.
The new program will focus on mathematics combined with business, financial
and computer models. "The intention is that
we can offer an integrated program," said Dr.
David Vaughn, the Chair of Mathematics.
"We want to present to the students the
math models as well as why they're being
taught."
Thus, in addition to standard mathematics, students in the discipline will learn models such as portfolio optimization, risk management, investment options, asset and liability management, as well as the mathematics and computing methods associated with
them, providing a comprehensive course of
study.
A financial mathematics program was
suggested after the university put out a call
for "new, exciting programs" that would be
interdisciplinary in nature and would also
ment
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develop niche areas for the university. In the programs were MSc or BSc," said Dr. bra, geometry and calculus.
Students who complete the program
addition, a recent report of the National Vaughn. At Laurier, the degrees offered will
of
or
a
Bachelor
of
be
either
a
Bachelor
Arts
should be able to acquire jobs easily, since
Science Foundation indicating that math
Science in Financial Mathematics.
"quantitative skills are in demand." Possible
would grow but applications should be inteAfter
at
levels
simin
looking
enrollment
jobs may include those in banks, brokerage
grated into the discipline, also served as
ilar programs throughout the world, Dr. firms, financial consulting firms, utility cominspiration for the program.
.Vaughn explains "numpanies as well as research institutes such as
As it stands, the only,
bers clearly indicated universities.
university in North
that students will
Though the program is new, support has
America that offers a
Although been given by the Shared Hierarchical
come."
similar program is
The
enrollment for the ini- Academic Research Computing Network
However,
Princeton.
to
support
given
tial year will be limited (SHARC-Net), a network of computer clussince
students are
to 25 students, in the ters used to model complex systems. The
the
required to declare
following year enrollnetwork is used by five universities and two
their major after second
so far has
ment levels will be colleges in Southwestern Ontario, and
year, it is then that the
from
been
increased to 50.
although Laurier has yet to enroll its first
program truly begins.
Laurier's
to
the student in the program, the university has
Due
In contrast, Laurier's
nature of the program, been granted a chair in the network.
new program will begin
administration.
However, the greatest support given to
admission
though,
in first year, offering sturequirements will be the program so far has been from Laurier s
dents the benefits of an
"stricter than for many administration. "It was heartening for me,'
extra two years in the"
other disciplines offered at Laurier. "They said Dr. Vaughn, "to see the university as a
program.
Though there are similar programs need to have very strong math skills," said whole unanimously approve the program in
already existing in Europe, Asia and Dr. Vaughn. An 82.5 per cent average on six the senate. Our department is fully commitAustralia, the two or three offered in Canada OAC courses will be required for admission, ted to making this work."
are all at the graduate level, and "virtually all and high marks will also be expected in alge1
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Helping the homeless
Jenn Martin
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Watch these beautiful Laurier girls dance... Shahking, isnit it? Yes, that's what I thought...but so good too

Culture shock
showcases
diversity
Thomas Thompson
An array of comical, passionate,

and uplifting performances
expressed the rich cultural diversity of Laurier students at Culture
Shock, which took place Tuesday
night at Maureen Forrester Hall.
The audience was enthralled
a
by series of dance and theatrical
performances as well as poetry
and a keynote speech from
Franklin Ramsoomair. The event
gave a chance for Laurier students to present different aspects
of their heritage and to dispel
stereotypes that have been associated with different cultural or
religious groups.
Ramsoomair having traveled
across this country described the
acceptance of diversity that he
has found throughout Canada.
This included his own experience
in a small New Brunswick town
when he met his wife's family for
the first time before they were
married. Ramsoomair also discussed that in the beginning of

his teaching career at Laurier
twelve years ago he had wished to
see a greater diversity in the student population and today it is
becoming a reality. What has
impressed Ramsoomair is that
amongst the students he has had
acceptance and the ability to
work together simply happens
without thought of religious or
ethnic background. Canada's
unique role of being declared a
multi-cultural nation by Pierre
Trudeau was also mentioned,
something that all Canadians can
all take pride in.

the co-ordinator
for Culture Shock
described the
event as being a
total success and
was impressed by
the turnout.
The event was organized by
Equality Awareness Committee
and was supported by the
Students' Union. Amardeep Girn
who is the coordinator for
Culture Shock described the
event as being a total success and

was impressed by the turnout.
The preparation for this event

began back in October, but
Amardeep mentioned that she
thought had an idea to do this
kind of show when she was a first
year student last year. Part of the
motivation was to address an illconceived
that
perception
Laurier is a "white" school. Much
of the organization and preparation was also undertaken by Tina
Kapoor who also sits on the
Board if Directors and heads the
multicultural
portfolio.
Numerous volunteers were also
involved in preparing and participating in this dynamic performance.

The organizers hope that this
will become an annual event at
Laurier. With the enthusiastic
support for the show as the spectacular job that the organizers,
volunteers and performers they
have done.
It seems almost certain that
there will be another Culture
Shock next year. The proceeds
from this years show will be going
towards the Kitchner-Waterloo
Multi-Cultural Centre. The centre
supports a number of cultural
organizations throughout the
community.

Former Laurier Chancellor dies
Jenn Martin
Willard (Bud) Estey, a former
Laurier Chancellor and Supreme
court judge has died in Toronto
at the age of 82.
Described as highly outspoken, Estey served as Supreme
Court of Canada justice from
1977 to his retirement in 1988.
He is well known for his three
major inquiries, including one
examining the failure of the
Northland Bank and the
Canadian Commercial Bank and
removing blame from the government. However, Estey is perhaps
everybody smash

best known for writing the first
ruling on the Charter of Rights
and Freedoms in 1984.
Following his retirement from
the Supreme Court, Justice Estey
continued his work at Bay
Street's Davies Ward law firm
until he was taken ill not long
ago.
Though he received his honorary doctor of laws degree from
Laurier in 1977, Estey served as
Laurier's chancellor from 1990 to
1995, applying his passion and
belief in the power of learning to
his position with the university.
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The late Wiliard Estey.

seats and rock to this brand new beat?

Though the Culinary Club frequently
samples its own creations, this week
the sampling will be done by homeless people in downtown Toronto,
who will be the beneficiaries of an
outreach effort by one of Laurier's
newest clubs.
-j
This Thursday!
'We're trying to March, this time
the club will travel
to Toronto and gathinfluence people involving LAS ALAS,
er near
Nathan
the Latin American
to show them
Philips Square to
Students
how easy and Association
distribute
more
at
fun
helping
than 60 sandwiches
Laurier. The club is
to homeless people
also hoping to get
other people
this second event
living on the streets.
can be."
Prior to the event,
on television, in
the club will have^
order to promote a
gathered in order to vote on their "snowball effect" that Fox hopes will
favourite sandwich, which will then inspire even more people to get
be produced for the event.
involved.
"Basically, we're trying to help
In addition to sandwiches, the
teams also plan to hand out drinking people, have a good time and walk
boxes, socks and toques. Five teams away with an all-round good experiwill be participating in the endeavence," Fox says. "After all, you can
our that will eventually culminate in make a huge difference with even
a meeting with the Waterbuffaloes, just a little time and effort."

i
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also out for their "Charity Tour."
"For the most part we're trying
to make a positive difference," says
Brendan Fox of the Culinary Club.
"We're trying to influence people to
show them how easy and fun helping
other people can be."
The club has planned another
similar event for
the first week in

Guelph protest ends
after one day in office
of power by de-humanizing and violating students."
The administrators present respondThroughout the course of the
ed to the occupation by staying in day, the administrators threatened
their offices, despite being allowed the students with fines and academto leave. This, according to ic sanctions, and also responded
Mancuso, is because a similar event with a security measure that locked
took place in 1997, wherein a numdown the offices and the fourth
ber of administration files were floor of the student centre, where a
dozen supporters were waiting. The
pried at.
"We needed to send a message supporters were allowed to leave at
to the staff that this wasn't happen- any time, but were not permitted
ing again."
reentry.
Mancuso and
The
students
'We
needed
her
were disappointed
colleagues
to
work
that instead of
attempted
to send a
through what she
negotiations they
to
called "a very diffireceived "a power
the
staff
that
cult situation," even
struggle." Not only
the
though
studid the protestors
this wasn't
dents
"uttered
have to negotiate
obscenities."
demands, but also
By 7:05 that
the terms in which
night, the occupathey could remain
tion had ended.
in the office, which
"One of the occupiers needed medthey felt were unacceptable.
ical attention and that became a priMancuso claimed to understand
ority," stated Bandanna Sharma, a the student perspective, but also
member of the protest group.
commented "I just don't think it's
At one point the incident the best way to protest for this situbecame violent, resulting in the ation."
Those who participated in the
protest having to be abandoned.
didn't
to
be
welcomed
"I
expect
occupation and their supporters at
with open arms," said activist the University of Guelph received
Gordon O'Connor, "but neither did I words of support from campuses
expect to be physically assaulted. It across Canada, and plan on continuwas frustrating to witness the extent ing with noontime demonstrations
to which the administration was willset to culminate in a massive rally on
to
to
maintain
ing
go
their position Tuesday, February 6th.
Continued from Cover

message

happening
again."

Write for News
General meeting,; Fridays

@

2:30 at Student Pubs

Face it, Dillon and Jen... They're never gonna come...

-Spooky
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Green space, parking and transit
Wellhauser pushes proposals to combat "deep-rooted problems" at Laurier
Dillon Moore

space," received the most scrutiny
in the Board meeting of the three
proposals, and it also apparently
was not a favourite of Rosehart's.
Other options were being considered for the space, including a new
day-care facility.
Wellhauser thinks the green
space at St. Michael campus is
important to the students of
Laurier.
"No one wins if

MONORE
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all eventually swayed by the promise of far more parking spaces.
Vice-President:
Executive
Wellhauser was again disappointed by the reaction of
University Affairs Dave Wellhauser
with
the
reacRosehart, however, who pointed
is less than pleased
tion that his new group of proposout the price of the project as a facals received from Wilfrid Laurier
tor that makes it unfeasible.
According to Wellhauser, Rosehart
University President Dr. Bob
Rosehart.
is worried that the project would
Wellhauser discussed with
be so expensive as to require a gargantuan increase in the cost of a
Rosehart three proposals, which
Wellhauser
parking spot.
we just pave it.
This response seems to have
describes as priorDevelopment at rankled Wellhauser. "Dr. Rosehart
ities for students,
"The lack of
after they were
Laurier seems to is being very negative and very
and
proactive
be ad hoc, so pessimistic about the whole
each unanimously
innovative
when we have this progress. It's showing poor leaderpassed by the
green space it is ship when a leader shoots down
Students' Union
thinking at
important to proBoard of Directors
ideas before they empowered peoLaurier has got tect it. The air ple to look into
them."
last Thursday.
to stop. I want quality in this area
Each of the proOn the final proposal, at least,
and
"be
it resolved that WLUSU make it
worsening,
addresses
is
posals
to convince
we need a green a higher priority to work with on
complaints that
to
Rosehart
Dr.
space on campus," and off campus stakeholders in
Wellhauser says
think outside of said Wellhauser.
developing, implementing and
students
many
Proposal two, promoting sustainable student
have brought to
the box,"
"be it resolved that transit options for the students of
him. "As student
to deal with the Wilfrid Laurier University," there
representatives,
be agreement.
at
number
of car WLUSU seemed to
increasing
we have to direct the university
times to do socially responsible supports and recommends that the Wellhauser describes Rosehart as
University build a parking garage," being "very on-board for student
things, as the university administration is often so busy, they might seemed to be an easier sell at the transit."
After going one-for-three in
BOD meeting. Although some of
overlook things," he commented.
worried
about
his proposals to
introducing
first
"be
the
directors
were
proposal,
The
it
resolved that the Students' Union the aesthetic drawbacks of having a Rosehart, Wellhauser has some
the parking garage in the middle of the harsh words for the administration
strongly
recommends
in general.
University designate the remaining campus (the location that collectthe
"The lack of proactive and
loggreen space at St. Michael Campus ed data seems to specify as
ical spot to place one), they were innovative thinking at Laurier has
as student leisure and recreation
-
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Wellhauser didn't seem to be getting much affection waiting for transit
(top), andeventually a brawl started on the green space (bottom).

got to stop. I want to convince Dr.

Rosehart to think outside of the
box," Wellhauser said, but was
quick to add, "this is still in the ini-

MO RE
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tial stages. Dr. Rosehart has always
been on board to help with students before."

Support for refugee students sought
Vote next week on giving an extra $1.50 in fees to help refugee stidemts
Alicia McFadden
The local committee of World University
Services Canada (WUSC), has been trying to
drum up support for their issue in February
Bth's referendum. This referendum coincides with the student elections and will
pose some pertinent questions to the student body.
WUSC, for the past fifteen years, has
been sponsoring refugee students to come
to Canada and study at Laurier for free. The
tuition is donated, and the expenses including residence fees, books, school supplies,
clothing, and other miscellaneous expenses,
are all paid by the students through the student fees charged each term.
There have been five refugee students
sponsored over the past fifteen years.
However, WUSC believes that this amazing
opportunity could benefit even more students. For the price of a cup of coffee, there
can be two students brought here to study,
as opposed to just one.
Currently the extra fee is only fifty cents,
but WUSC wants to raise the price by one
dollar and fifty cents, making the fees two

dollars each term. The question raised is, not just another useless money hike by the
why pay $1.50 more, if the original price was university.
only fifty cents? Well, as Simon Hacker (the
"This is an opportunity to change somestudent WUSC rep) explained, due to the one's life for years to come," said Hacker, a
price of inflation and living expenses, the statement that is echoed in the account of
one of the current students in this program.
fifty cents was fine fifteen years ago, but curStella Minga is one of the students currently is not feasible; especially taking into
rently at Laurier from
the
consideration
addi-"
Nairobi, due to the
tion of another stuwho
is
"Eveiyone
efforts
dent.
of Hacker and
the WUSC. She was
contributing their
The problem with
picked from a large
the referendum is that money for people like
number of students
the wording of the
be
always
will
me
from other impoverquestion is done by the
blessed..as
each
ished nations, and due
day
Student Union, and not
English speakthe WUSC. Therefore,
by I thank you toing her
ability, her academthey can word it any
not
for
me
only
giving
ic performance, her
way they want. Hacker
is concerned that the my education, but also interview, and most
importantly, her ability
question is ambiguous,
for saving my life"
to adapt to new situawhich could consequently
tions, she was chosen.
skew the
results of the vote. Nowhere in the question
"Everyone who is contributing their
does it talk about the refugee sponsorship, money for people like me will always be
which is the basis of the fee increase. Hacker blessed..as each day goes by I thank you not
wants the students to understand what their only for giving me my education, but also for
money would be going toward, and that it is saving my life." These words by Stella show
j

'

goes
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that even the smallest amount of help can
have such a profound effect on someone
else's life.
Stella, from the town of Juba, left her
home in southern Sudan in 1989 because of
the war in that region. She wished to continue her studies beyond high school, but the
government changed the education system
so that everyone had to join the army and
fight against the South for two years before
attending university. Unable to fight against
her own people, Stella was forced to flee her
country for Kenya, where she eventually
ended up in a risky refugee camp after running out of money.
Stella is now in her second year of study
at Laurier, in International and Development
Studies, and wants to eventually go back to
Nairobi to aid in the increase of development and improvement of quality of life
there. All students who come to Canada
retain landed immigrant status, and most
eventually become Canadian Citizens at the
end of their degree.
For more information, contact Simon at
simonhacker@hotmail.com, or Karen
Strang at kstrang@wlu.ca.
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Bag of Crime
MISCHIEF
0105 HRS WED JAN 23/02
The glass portion of one of the doors leading
from the Nichols Ctre. to the Concourse was
found broken.

NOISE COMPLAINT
0705 HRS WED JAN 23/02
An officer responded to Willison Field after
receiving complaints from residents about
excessive noise. The noise came from a
group of students on the field singing as part
of Winter Carnival activities. They were
asked to to keep the noise down and complied.

5

news
FORGERY
1120 HRS WED JAN 23/02
A WLU student was found to be in possession of a forged parking permit. The matter
will be forwarded to theJAC.

THEFT UNDER $5000
1915-2045 HRS THU JAN 24/02
A WLU student reported the theft of her wallet when she left it unattended
for a short time.

SUSPICIOUS CIRCUMSTANCES
1035 HRS WED JAN 23/02
A staff member reported receiving a suspicious package. Investigation revealed that it
was simply a resume that someone had sent.

THEFT UNDER $5000

THEFT UNDER $5000
1445 HRS THU JAN 24/02
A WLU student reported that her shoulder
bag had been stolen when she left it unattended for a short time in the Library.

0255 HRS SAY JAN 26/02
A resident student reported the theft of his
Sony Play Station from the lounge in Little
House. The Play Station was found in a vehicle parked in lot 7 and a suspect identified.
Some marijuana was also found and seized
in the suspects bag. The suspect was a guest
of another resident and was evicted from the
residence. The marijuana was turned over to
regional police. Investigation continues.

FRIJAN 25/02

A WLU student reported the theft of her

jacket from the Turret.

MISCHIEF
SAT JAN 26/02
While on patrol, an officer found that someone had removed the "Do Not Enter" sign
from the driveway leading from lot 7 to
Bricker Ave.

OBSCENE PHONE CALL
2040 HRS FRIJAN 25/02
A resident student reported receiving a call
where a male made obscene comments.
POSSESSION OF STOLEN PROPERTY
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Make Your Degree Work for You.
At Fleming College we offer post-graduate programs and advanced credit opportunities for
university graduates and students.
Gain practical, hands-on work experience at Fleming College where 96%0f graduates are
employed within 6 months of graduation,

What's a company's greatest resource?

SOME PROGRAMS OFFERING ADVANCED CREDIT:

SOME POST-GRADUATE PROGRAMS:
•

People.

Geographical Information Systems (GIS)
Applications Specialist 2 semesters,
starts May, September and January

«

Begin a new career with Humbert 8-month
post-graduate certificate program in

•

Human Resources Management

•

Organizations of all types and sizes acknowledge that their most
valuable asset is their employees. As a result, there's a high demand
for professionals trained In the management of people. Humber can

Adventure Tourism Management
semesters, starts September
Ecotourism Management
starts September
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Drug and Alcohol Counsellor
starts September and January

,

Geographical Information Systems (GIS)
Cartographic Specialist -3 semesters,
starts September

This is Your Path

give you the skills you need, and prepare you for professional
designation/accreditation by the Human Resource Professionals
Association of Ontario (HRPAO).
4flv
Cal (416) 678-6622, ext 3381,
HUMBER
or 0-mal gtlmpMfiohiinbaic.on.ca
The Business School

!

Career and Work Counsellor
starts September

•

-

Recreation and Leisure Services
starts September and January

-

pendingMinistry approval

Interested in more information? Call toll free 1-866-FLEMING
(353-6464) or email nfo@flemingc.on.ca, identifyyourself as
a university stu dent an d we'll personally explore your
individual opportunities.

i

Fleming College offers almost 100 programs at various
campus locations. Call or check our website for details.
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administrators work across alt levels of local, provincial,
regional and federal governments. Number College's program
public

TRAVELCUTS
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gives university graduates the knowledge and skills necessary
to manage the considerable human, physical and financial
resources of the public sector.
Call (416) 675-6622, ext 3226,
HUMBER
meek@humberc.on.ca
The Business school
e-mail
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www.traveicuts.com
Campus
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3rd Floor or call
886-8228
Tours operated by Breakaway Tours Ont. Reg
vary depending
departure point. Above prices based on max. occupancy
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Pita Pop
$2.99 +tax
Limited Time
Coupon Required
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$2.99 +tax

Pita Pop
$2.99 +tax
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Q Why won't my salary even keep up with the cost
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do current Ontario Public Servants feel forced
B Why
to put out ads like this?
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Think twice before joining Ontario's Public Service.
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without compensation?
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Limited Time Offer, Coupon Required
V
Call 888-1039 For Delivery
160 University Aven. (University Shops Plaza)
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'Optional bus transportation
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home in Ontario

Next Session begins Fall 20132
For more information call (800) 426-6668.
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Ontario (Certification
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Our representative will be available
at The "Hub" Concourse
February 1, 2002
11:00 am- 2:00 pm
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Monday, February 4,2002
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Apply today to reserve your space
Acceptance confirmed in 2 weeks
Special tuition discount for Canadian students

Erie, IVrinsvlvania

Applicant.lnformation Session

Applicant Information Session
T
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martin

Kriday Feb a ry 8,2002
1:00 pm~ 2:00 pm
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www.clublaurier.ca
Come Join The Party @ The Turret
doors open: 9pm
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opinion

THE
CORD
WEEKLY

Elections 2002: Some thoughts
As the curiosity that is election week fast
approaches, students would do well to
take a moment away from their scandalous Laurier lives and seriously consider the options that lie before them.
Each February, a new selection of
students suddenly become impassioned
by "the issues" (although they are not
often brought up before then) and each
February the majority of Laurier students hardly notice.
No one, for example, has been as
concerned about the livelihood of
Brantford students as candidates were
this past Monday when they went to visit
the satellite campus and were faced with
their electorate. And this despite current
Students' Union President Dave Prang's
regular Brantford campus updates at
weekly Board meetings. Why weren't
these issues discussed last term?
In any case, there are plenty of worthy candidates out there, and for the
first time in quite a while, Laurier students will have the chance to actually
vote for Board members. In the recent
past, Directors have been acclaimed
much more often than not, and therefore were not, at the end of the day, as
accountable as they'd be were they actually voted in.
What follows is quick look at each of
the candidates running in this year's
election for Students' Union and
Student Publications President, as well
as Students' Union Executive VicePresident: University Affairs. It is not, by
any means, comprehensive. But it is
meant to get you thinking about what
each candidate represents and where he
or she is coming from.
And so, without further ado...

The tie that hinds since 1926
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Has anyone ever
taken it in the...?
Edward Schall

Editorial
Editor-in-Chief
News Editors
Opinion Editor

Entertainment Editors
Sports Editors

International Editor
Features Editor
Student Life Editor
Business Editor
The Birthday Boy (02-02-02)

Staff

Matthew Cade
Jennifer Martin
Dillon Moore
Amy Wright
Lynnette Visaya

Amanda Fitzpatrick
Wilbur McLean
Mariana Hrkac
John Carlaw
Tannis Fenton

Kevin Klein
Chris Jacobson
Maneesh Sehdev

Cord Staff

Anna Gunny
Copy Editors

Michelle McCulloch
David Field
Nick Solowski
Carol Rich

Student Publi cati ons Staff
Cord Photo Manager Laura Rochacewich
Keystone Editors-ln-Chief Lynette Clarke
Laura Jardine Sandra Mackenzie
Keystone Photo Manager Martin Kuebler

Ad Production Assistants
Nelu Handa

Public Relations Coordinators
Ami Shah
Human Resources Coordinator

Maciek Makarski
Angela Foster
Dara Hakimzadeh

Elisabeth Oliveira
Jennifer Summerfield
Trisha Merz
Jessica Reid

Vacant

Admini strati on
President

Christopher Ellis

VP: Finance & Administration Edward Schall
Board of Directors Ben Martin
Heather McFarlane Nicole Kozicki
Amanda Baumann
Board Secretary

The presidential race at Student
Publications also proves to be very interesting. Dave Field clearly has the most
experience as far as actually working

At the risk of being repetitive, the
for EVP:UA will be interesting for a
different reason. Talk to anyone who
works inside the Union with Kristi
Edwards and Regan Watts and you'll
probably find they're very sure who
they'll vote for. This is not only because
both have a large group of loyal followers, but also because some people will
go to the polls to just to vote against one
of the two candidates.
Regan will tell you himself that he
can come across as very arrogant. But as
a leader he's come a long way, and a
wealth of volunteer experience gives
him a very strong base for the position.
Kristi's strengths lie in how well she
knows the ins and outs of the Union and
the fact that, in all honesty, she can be
very, very tough. So far, this has only
manifested itself inside the Board room
(hence her rubbing people the wrong
way.) But these qualities, if used properly, can be quite attractive for the person
who will be the Laurier representative
on OUSA, the university organization
that lobbies the provincial government.
So there it is. Plenty to think about.
But don't trust me. Get out today and
tomorrow and meet the candidates in
the Concourse. Shake their hand. Look
them in the eye. Make them make you
belive in them. And don't forget to vote.

race

Matthew Cade

Editor-in-Chief
lie opinions ©pessed in frifc editoM or© those of
outhof and do not necesscrfy reflect those of
Ihe Cord Staff; fheedtorial board, WUIP orWLU,

Gary Kenning

Jill

LETTERS

Hartry

Contributors

Scott Cairns, Kevin Reid, Craig Reaney, Caitlin Howlett, Derek
Iwanuk, Dave Wellhauser, the very tanned Julie Pong, Kristen
Howard, Mandy Sellers, Siobhanßhagwat, Chris Scnven,
Laura Haylock, Eva Pai, Ben Dunn, Alicia McFadden, Stuart
Reed, Michael Cameron, Mike Moss, Stefan Sereda, Thomas
Thompson, Terri for the yummy ice cream, me for buying
Anna and Kevin ice cream, everyone for giving me everything
for Opinion about 2 days late, a big thumbs-up to the
Entertainment ladies from Maneesn and Cade, yay to Matt for
being on CKCO, Clint, how's the leg, Jess, Michelle and Abby
for coming to visit. Now I want to thank everyone is here on
Tuesday nights...l like everyone. Happy almost birthday to
Lynnette and Maneesh...AND...l'm spent. Love, Amy. xoxox

Books

Again

The Laurier Bookstore staff would like to
address the concerns of Corwin Leifso in
his letter to the editor (Jan 23). Several
points need to be clarified.
Academic departments submit their

,

course adoptions. On receipt, our text
buyers try to find available used copies
LETTERS POLICY:
of the books. The next step is placing
•All letters must be signed and submitted with the author's name, student identification
number, and telephone number.
remaining orders with publishers and
All letters will be printed with the author's name. Letters can be printed without the
selling them at industry standard pricauthor's name with permission from the EIC.
The Cord comes out on Wednesdays. Letters must be received by Tuesday at 12:30, ing.
on disk, or via e-mail at letters@wlusp.com.
Letters must be typed or easily legible, double spaced and cannot exceed 350 words.
Laurier Bookstore is not a profit cenThe Cord reserves the right to edit any letter. Spelling and grammar will be corrected.
that
is
violation
in
tre. Rather, any surplus funds go to supThe Cord reserves the right to reject any letter; in whole or in part,
.
of existing Cord policies.
operational costs of the universiThe Cord will not print anything that is racist, sexist, or homophobic in nature, as porting
deemed by thestaff as a voting body. The Cord will not print personal attacks or defam- ty. The Bookstore also sponsors student
atory statements. The Cord will not print anything in violation ofits Code of Ethics, outlor address- activities and programs, such as Foot
lined in The Cord Constitution. Cord subscription rates are $20.00 per term
is
es within Canada. The Cord is printed by Hamilton Web Printing. All commentary
and O-Week,
strictly the opinion of the writerand does not necessarily reflect thatofthe Cord staff, the Patrol, Radio Laurier,
•

you.

1

-

among others.
Staff from all departments of the
Bookstore care about Laurier students
and want them to have a positive experience when they visit our store.
Bookstore practices are open to
scrutiny. Should Corwin Leifso or any
other student wish to discuss the matter
further, please feel free to talk to any
member of our Bookstore staff. We
would welcome the opportunity to meet

-1
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Laurier Bookstore Staff
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editorial board, or WLU Student Publications.
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Stephen's best quality is certainly his
desire to improve the environment
around him. He has spent the year as the
Editor-in-Chief of the Union newsletterturned-wlusuvoice web site, and therefore has shown his capabilities as a
leader.
However, as far as the immediate
future of Student Publications goes it
will probably come down to the other
two candidates. Current President Chris
Ellis proved this year that actual publications experience is invaluable for
Presidents, which probably gives Dave
the edge. But again, both he and Ben are
capable.

Students' Union Executive VP:
University Affairs

-

with, and creating, the organization's different publications goes. In his first two
years, he spent time as both a production assistant and News Editor with the
Cord. His most important contributions
have come with his work in getting
ClubLaurier (Student Publications' new
online news web site) off the ground,
basically by himself.
Students' Union President
Ben Martin, on the other hand, has
The thing that sets this year's presimore administrative experience than
election
those
apart from
dential
in the either of the other candidates. He has
recent past (and likely many more than spent the year working in the Students'
that) is that neither of the two candi- Union Human Resources department.
dates have taken the usual route up the Also, in his role as Chair of the WLUSP
political ladder. Jeyas Balaskanthan Board this year, Ben has helped to attack
has been a Don, the Homecoming Comany of the problems the organization
ordinator and a Turret Assistant Manager has been facing for years, including the
for two years. Andy Pushalik has had search for a new home.
Stephen Tanner is the youngest
slightly more experience on the political
side of things. In 1999-2000, he was a and least-experienced candidate. He has
Director on the Board, and this past year proven to be very interested in the
as the Vice-President of Student Services WLUSP culture and has been a volunteer
for the Union, he sat on the photographer for the Keystone this year.

Dan Heilbrunn
Debra Siemens
Heidi Sundwall

Chris Clemens
Michael Millard Dianne Tennen
Circulation and File Manager Wayne Money

IT Manager
Advertising Manager
Ad Production Manager

Student Publications President

"

Classified Coordinator
On-Line Editor
Production Assistants
Raymond Sun Kit On

Management Committee and has been a
part of the processes that make the
Union function (however dysfunctional•y-)
This experience probably gives Andy
an edge, but both of these guys have
demonstrated such outstanding leadership qualities in their years here that
either would be worthy of the position.
It's really anyone's race.

JANUARY 30 2002

There is only one place on campus
where a third-year student like myself

can go to relax and read while enjoying
one of the finer things in life the afterclass beer. This place is Wilf's.
A strange occurrence happened last
week when one of the bartenders accidentally included my pint on my food
bill. Being an honest and noble employee, he fixed it up quickly, apologized for
taking so long, and we both shrugged it
off as a mistake. It got me thinking,
though.
Being somewhat of a mature student
now (or should I just say older) and making the decision to have a beer, the beer
is going to get paid for, no matter what.
It could be cash today, debit tomorrow,
and credit the next day. So why not the
Onecard? Perhaps areas of the convenience account could be activated only if
-

9

Raising the flag

Free as a bird
wrong, what is worth my time,
what is a waste of my time. Issues
of Labour. War. Capitalism,
Hunger, Religion and on and on.
So often I've heard the self-righteous beliefs of what others think I
should involve my time in. And
every time I hear their curses as
they walk away troubled by my
'ignorance,' it reinforces my central belief. To be free.
If anyone has the will to rememMy freedom is something I
ber, there was a little "thought take very seriously, which may
piece" in the opinion section last surprise those who know me and
week stating, "What do you care think that I don't really take anyabout more: Israeli soldiers being thing seriously. My concept of
shot or what Jennifer Aniston freedom might be different than
wore to the Golden Globes?" It yours, but perhaps you'll undergot me th.inking a little. Not about stand me in the end.
the state of the world or anything,
My freedom is in the choosing
but about the importance of those of whether or not to be interested
two things in my mind versus in the nonsense that goes on in
their importance in the mind of Hollywood. I am free to stick my
someone else.
head in the sand whenever I'm
The piece implied that you are apathetic, scared, or fearful of
what is going on
stupid if you care
around me. I am
about Jennifer
Aniston, but I do
I'm free not to free to be ignobelieve that the · giveadamn
rant. Whether or
value of choosing
not I choose to be
about the
either of these
conscious of what
things is essenworld arol.rnd is important and
'\\hat is trlVlal is
tially equal.
me.
~o. I personirrelevant.
I'm
ally don't give a
free to do either.
shit about what
You might be
Jenmfer was wearing. Yes, I am thinking that my interpretation of
warded .:about Middle Eastern F~ee{iom i.s simply a .cep-oot f0f.i
conflict. But one thing I do not being lazy. In that case, you might
feel is obligated to think the way have missed the point. It's about
that I do because it's cool. I'm being able to do whatever you feel
free to drool over the Golden is the most true to yourself. I
Globes. I'm free to not give a don't take this freedom for grantdamn about the world around me. ed. I do whatever is humanlv posIn my three and a half odd years sible to keep my freedom, and
of participating in the exalted allow for others to work in a world
process of Academia. I've come that accepts their beliefs. Because
upon many other peoples' per- dude, I love being free.
ceptions of what is right, what is

I have a great idea for the Winter that more people are realizing the trying to put a damper on Winter
Carnival team that I'm putting Confederate logo doesn't just Carnival and spirit it injects into
together for next year. It'll blow stand for a celebration of south- the school. Nor am I accusing "the
your minds. We'll be called 'The ern America's heritage - this argu- Rednecks" of racism. I understand
Reich,' and we'll carry flags embla- ment being the one of those who quite well the theme of their
zoned with swastikas whilst we support the use of the flag. It is team, and am not putting down
sing songs about German pride. becoming increasingly considered their creativity in any way.
What a grand time we'll have, no that the symbol, which is often
However, they should have
doubt. Giving that ol' Nazi salute used by hate groups in the United been aware of the implications of
while we bark our cheers in States, is representative of slavery the Confederate flag and thought
German.
and bigotry.
twice before proudly waving it
The Reich? Chances are, most
After all, the primary reason around our school. I also find it
(hopefully all) will agree that an
difficult to believe that none of
idea such as this is sheer foolishthe co-ordinators of Winter
ness. I am quite confident that
Carnival saw wrong in the depichad a team like this actually They should have
tion of the Confederate flag as reaattempted to join the Winter been aware Of the
son to cheer and celebrate.
Carnival festivities that took place
:il:npJicati.OllS of
Perhaps there are those who
last week, they would have quickthe ca-+~.....:lerate
have no problems with the
ly been thwarted.
illU.J.
Confederate symbol, but surely
So why is it then that 'The
over the course of last week, there
Rednecks' were allowed to partiemust have been others who felt
ipate? In the Concourse last week
the same as I do, and who feel that
prior to opening ceremonies, this
such images should not be parteam was seen giddily waving a the rebel states seceded from the trayed at our school. Were there
Confederate flag. One of the team Union was to preserve the institu- absolutly no Winter Carnival
members also wore a Confederate tion of slavery.
organizers
who
wondered
flag on the back of their t-shirt.
To parallel, recall the swastika whether the Confederate flag
The Confederate flag, which was did not originally signify the should be accepted or encourthe symbol of the slave states after hatred of all that was not the aged?
they had separated from the rest Arvan race. Originally. the swasti:gnorance is an issue that I
of the l'nited States m the mid- ka simplv stood for the :.Jazi polit- find myself frequently confused bv
1800's has become a svmbol. syn- ical party. much in the same way when it comes to the students of
onymous with slaverv and the that we think of the blue "P" and WLU. And suffice to ~av. I'm left
oppression of blacks. Quite "C' representing the Progressive scratching my head once more by
frankly. I don't want to see a sym- Conservative party:. But a sti~!Jl~. .)Q~ Jpab~itY. of.sq:dents to think
bol•sucll as' that 'in• the Coneour..e · e:an·6tiltk•to·ilt¥ythti•g like a stench witOOut ~he- aid-,of a syllabus
of Wilfrid Laurier University.
· ro athletic ~ocks .ahd when I.li¥~" telliJilg tbem, ~,h~~JMO think about
Over the last couple of years many others. look at the what.
WILBUR MCLEAN
Georgia has removed the Confederate flag, I see racism,
SPORTS EDITOR
Confederate logo from their state lynching and cotton picking. Not
flag, and South Carolina has encouraging images, to say the
removed the flag from atop their least.
statehouse. These actions prove
Don't get me wrong. I'm not

flag .

HAPPY BIRTHDAY MANEESH

LETTERS
able, supportive and easy to move in. I have
cia! effects, then you shouldn't be watching also seen and been a victim of heat exhausthe movie to begin with. According to tion. If someone is working their hardest, it
Turtle's thinking, movies like Terminator, is safer for them to shred a layer, rather than
Blade Runner, Andromeda Strain and Mad pass out.
Max have all become outdateq and therefore
To the very few who might dress inap"mundane and trivial."
propriately and the ones supporting it, I
Ric:hard, these are some of the greatest would not worry about them because they
movies ever made. Kubrick was a movie- are obviously not serious about working out.
making genius. One look at the Kubrick colWhat is next? Cheerleader's outfits?
lection will prove that.
.Volleyball spandex? Last time I checked, we
Turtle went as far as to catl 2001: A still lived in a democracy. Gym users should
Ashley-Bree Nason Space Odyssey "unlikely." It's supposed to be able to use the facilities without criticism
be unlikely, that's why irs· called. SCIENCE and judgement from others.
FICTION for crying out loud•. But I digress.
Not everyone can or will have the same taste
Andrea Taskey
Clearly, Richard Turtle (Backtrax, January in movies, so to each his own.
23rd) doesn't understand the whole genre
of science fiction. Sure, some science fiction
Colin Duffett
SWEATY STUFF
movies are bad, but there are certain movies
. WORKING
that are deemed classics.
People that know me would tell you that I
Kubrick's 2001: A Space Odyssey is one
would hardly ever do something like this.
believe the article 'Indecent Exposure· But this is an occasion where I feel I have to
of these classics. It's not so much about the
say something. I recently read your article
special effects as it is about the story. contained indecent exaggeration.
Clearly, Richard Turtle doesn't understand
I am in the building for several hours a about rhe gym being like a club, and it defithis concept as he has probably grown up day and I see many different people coming nitely rubbed .me and a lot of people the
in and out including students. faculty and wrong way.
' 1t'1 the Hollywood movie like the rest of
us
community members. I also see a variety of
I go to the gym every day and take it very
'icience fiction movies may become out- fashion statements. From the perspective of seriously. The girl who wrote this article
dated with respect to special effects, but if a personal trainer and fitness instructor, it is made it seem as if going to the AC was a
you are only watching the movie for its spe- suggested to wear clothing that is comfort- joke, and that people do it just to show off.

requested, and students could choose which
businesses and establishments they would
like to support. This would include food and
alcohol at Wilf's, or food.alone.
This may sound a tad far-fetched, but
add a few rules and regulations while dismissing the ethics of it all, and you've got a
working plan.
I~ I can buy cigarettes on my Onecard at'
the C-Spot, why can't I buy a beer at Wilf's?

Sc1-F1 Guv

IT o·uT

Nothing can be further from the truth. I'm
not sure how hard that girl works out, but in
my case, I sweat quite a bit and the cutoff
sleeves I wear keep me from getting huge
pit stains on my t-shirts. And as for the girls,
they don't wear t-shirts because in all honesty, they get way too sweaty.
Also, I don't feel there is anything wrong
with showing off your body, as long as you
keep it within certain confines. We work
every day to keep ourselves looking good,
and considering it's twenty-five below outside, it's the one chance we get to not wear
big sweaters.
There was also a part regarding tripping
over dumbbells. The dumbbells are downstairs where · the girls are not, making that
virtually impossible. Why does she care anyway? In case she wasn't aware, guys have
been tripping over girls since the beginning
of time. It's the nature of the beast, and we
can't help it.
This article was our of line and many
girls and guys that frequent the gym felt that
it made them sound cheap. Perhaps someone more informed about the AC should
have written the article. Obviously that girl
has no ·clue whatsoever.
Matthew Biggs
WEDNESDAY JANUARY 30 2002
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Ask and ye shall receive
statements for all of us.
It is
important we have strong leaders
on the BOD so we, as students, can

Dave Wellhauser

something at Laurier that we
haven't had in years: elections for
Executive
Vice
President,
President: University Affairs and
the Board of Directors of WLUSU!!
Exciting, eh?
This year, twenty-four students
signed up to run for WLUSU Board
of Directors with two students
each running for President and
Executive Vice-President: UA.
Twenty-eight students signed up to
run for seventeen positions.
That's 1.6 students per position,
folks. To put this in perspective,
we need to look at the history of
WLUSU elections, focusing on the
BOD.
1999: Seventeen students ran for
BOD. Due to director turnover,
two spots were filled in a by-election the following October.
2000: Ten candidates for BOD, all
acclaimed.
A by-election was
called in the same semester and
ten students ran for the five

keep the university, government,
and
WLUSU
Management
Committee (President & VPs)
accountable.
What has me wondering is the
apparent lack of any campaigning.
By the time you read this, you
should have been asked by at least
one candidate to vote for her/him.
If you haven't, go find a candidate
and ask them why they haven't
approached you. Then ask them
tough questions. Ask them if
they'll wear reflective vests so they
stick out in a crowd and are easily
identifiable. If you don't like their
answers, challenge them. If they
pull a Rosehart (a 'Rosehart' is
when you ask someone a question
and don't feel that they actually
answered your question. Named
after a dear friend of mine,
President
Bob
University
Rosehart), keep asking. If they
make you a promise and don't follow up on it write a letter to the
Cord and expose them. Elections
are supposed to get us excited.
The people who run in elections
are supposed to be exciting. Are
you excited?
Be excited, be, be excited. Get:
excited, get, get excited.

the candidates were publicly
announced, the number of students running for BOD has
dropped from twenty-four to twenty-one. Ouch. But that still leaves
us with an election, right? Well, it

Students have
a loud voice on
this campus
and they need
to use it.
does right now, but if six more candidates drop out, the remaining fifteen will be acclaimed. Is that likely? Who the hell knows? I don't. Is
it important that we have elections
for the BOD? Absolutely.
Students have a very loud voice
on this campus and they need to
use it. The BOD is a group of students that make decisions and

remaining positions.
2001: Sixteen candidates signed
up, one dropped out and the BOD
was acclaimed. Over the summer
four BOD members resigned.
There was a by-election in the fall,
in which four new candidates were

acclaimed.
Where does this leave us now?
Well, since last Wednesday when

Go to the Princess Cinema!
We love it there/
i
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Maneesh: Stop writing things in my section after Igo home and can't change it.
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The Nazis' "Final Solution"
Historian and lecturer addresses the 60th anniversary of the 1942
Wannsee Conference to plan the eradication of the European Jews
Laura Haylock

ironically, a representative from
the Ministry of Justice. Professor
Berk alarmingly pointed out that of
Historian Dr. Stephen Berk recentthe 15 men, 8 men possessed
ly took what he saw as an opportunity to "set the record straight," PhD's. Unfortunately this educawhile trying to prevent 'revisionist' tion did not prevent them from
historians from desecrating the murder.
These men agreed to the promemories of the millions of Jews
Nazi
posed course of action and signed
regime.
murdered during the
Berk, former chair of the on their support. The only mixed
Department of His story at Union reaction came with the discussion
of of the outcome of "Half Jews," or
and
lecturer
College
those of mixed Jewish ancestry and
Contemporary Jewish Life delivaddress
those non-Jews married to Jews.
ered the
at UW's St.
Jerome's College on January 20th. Although the decision was made to
Berk captivated his audience with sterilize many of these people,
his remembrance speech entitled most survived.
Adolf Eichmann, who chroni"A terrible Anniversary: 60 years
since the Wannsee Conference to cled the Wannsee Conference
noted that Heydrich was ecstatic
implement the final solution."
Wannsee
about
the outcome of the conferthe
Essentially,
Conference of
ence and told
Eichmann
that
20th,
January
The
mixed
only
victory
was
for
1942 established
the primacy of reaction came with "us," meaning the
Security
the
the discussion of Germans.
Berk stated that
(SS)
Service
outcome
of
the
within Germany,
it was only after
the Wannsee conand allowed the
"Half Jews," or
ference that uniorganization and
Stephen Berk delivering his speech,
those of mixed
form actions were
implementation
Jewish ancestry taken against the installed after the Nazis turned this
of the Final
and those non- Jews. All were particular gas chamber into a
Solution.
East, where bomb shelter.
Although the
Jews married to sent
Following his concerns about
new exterminaactive persecuJews.
he moved on to the
revisionism,
of
took
tion
were
camps
tion Jews
I
place
built, as well as origins of the Holocaust and the
before the
r
the
distinct
lines
of deportation.
conference.
Wannsee Conference, the Germans
Without venturing into the psyDr. Berk began his lecture by
possessed no uniform policy
behind
chological reasoning
before this event. This resulted in a reflecting on the dangers and subHitler's hatred toward Jews,
more chaotic and anarchic state
tleties of revisionism and the reviProfessor Berk suggested that one
than the Third Reich desired. sionist schools of history, contendReinhard
that
the
same
manner
that
event which had a lasting impact
ing
Within this context,
in
the Nazi's annihilated the Jews, on Hitler was the collapse of the
Heydrich organized the conference, whose main goal revolved revisionist schools annihilate the German Army in November 1918
around the fine-tuning of the Final dead. He shared an interesting during World War I.
He noted comments by Hitler
example of the danger in the reviSolution of the Jewish Question.
this
conference
also
school's
of
that
the Jews were "the worst evil
However
sionist
train thought.
allowed Heydrich to test the temBerk explained that in one of all people of all time" and
instance, some believe that a gas blamed them along with commuperament of the German bureaucrats, who would play a massive chamber present in Aushwitz could nists and socialists for the German
role in its implementation.
not have been used to murder Armies demise, not the strength of
conference
the
thousands of Jews because of the the Allied Forces.
The
included
With regards to Hitler's intenpresence of Heydrich and 15 other presence of a single bathroom. For
men, including representatives some revisionists, intent on denytions, Professor Berk believes that
from the nation's Ministry of the ing the Holocaust, this small detail from the beginning he was "hell
Occupied Regions in the East, the is enough to conclude that the bent "on destroying the European
Ministry for the Interior, the Holocaust did not take place. Berk Jews. Thus, unlike the functionalMinistry of Foreign Affairs and, explained that this bathroom was ist school of thought, Professor
—~

i

ROCHALEAWIURA

denouncing revisionist history

Berk maintains that Hitler never
intended for immigration to be the
solution in eliminating the German
Jewish population.
Berk noted that Hitler warned
in a speech before the war in 1939
that he felt it was the Jews who
brought about WWI and in the next
war he promised the Jews "that it's
you who will pay, not the
Germans."
Professor Berk concluded his
lecture by explaining how he felt
this historical experience should
be interpreted in today's society.
He explained that the Wannsee
Conference illustrates the importance of ideology.
The devastating effects of the
ideology behind the Final Solution
are evident in the fact that the
annihilation of millions of Jews
during World War II was not only a
bureaucratic process.
Civilians, even those who were
highly educated, were brought
into the War, not just by following
orders but by believing in this ide-

ological approach.
Secondly, Professor Berk wanted to emphasize the uniqueness of
the Jewish experience. He reminded the audience that the ideology
behind the Wannsee conference
and the Final Solution specifically
targeted Jewish citizens. While not
trying to undermine the travesties

committed against homosexuals
and the Roma, he does contend
that the ideology and extermination was meant for Jews.
Thus, for Professor Berk, World
War II may have been lost to the
allies by the Germans, but Hitler
won the War against the Jews. As
students born long after the
Holocaust, Professor Berk believes
that our role in understanding
such a travesty starts with the
Wannsee Conference on January
20th, 1942.
Though 60 years have passed
since this conference it is an event
which must be remembered.

The Cord's International Notices
1) Thursday February 7th, Laurier International is pleased to
host a visit from Mr. David Preston the Canadian High
Commissioner to Bangladesh. Mr. Preston will be speaking
on the economic and political challenges facing Bangladesh.
The presentation will be in the Laurier Green Room (Health
Services Building) from 2 til 4pm on February 7th. All students and faculty are welcomed to attend.
2) Larry Black of Carleton University will be delivering a
Public lecture Tuesday, February 5th entitled: "Russia,
Afghanistan and the Anti-terrorism Coalition': Will Putin
Gain or Lose?" The lecture will be delivered at the Unversity
WEDNESDAY

JANUARY 30 2002

of Waterloo at 7:30 pm at the University Club. For more
details contact Lena Yost at UW, ext. 2765. The lecture is
Sponsored by the Canadian Institute of International Affairs.

Concourse , from 10 am until 4:00 pm. Many of the Clubs
are involved in international issues such as the Global
Studies Club and Amnesty International. For more information email 00cclubs@machl.wlu.ca or phone WLU ext.

3) The last day to apply and be considered in the first round
of selections for Laurier International exchanges is February
1st. Late applications will be considered for those openings
remaining after the first round of interviews. For more
information on exchanges, contact Bethany Ankucza, at
bankucza@wlu.ca or at WLU ext. 3784.

3553.

4) January 31st is the last day of Campus clubs week in the

Please forward suggestions for International Notices to
the International Editor's mailbox in the WLUSP Office on
the 3rd floor of the Union Building or e-mail events to
<john.carlaw@wlusp.com,>
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Zimbabwe's Mugabe under fire
resticmdaaces rightsvon

Presidentantdotrying

Siobhan Bhagwat

One of his rivals, Eddison Zvogo, who Mugabe was a major player. Zimbabwe was
once a British Colony, governed by them
chairs Zimbabwe's parliamentary legal com1980, when it became legally
mittee, stated Tuesday that even after some from 1923
Zimbabwe President Robert Mugabe's most
independent. Originally named Southern
recent efforts to cling to power, including
recent changes, "some unconstitutional profreedom
media
within
his
visions
remain.
It
is
for
that
reason
that
the
Rhodesia, as a part of a larger Rhodesia, the
severely limiting
bill remains unconstitutional."
relatively young nation experienced a long
nation's borders, have landed him in trouble
with the international community. His
who
and rocky road to independence.
During Mugabe's rule, many people
In 1965 lan Smith, the Prime Minister of
support the opposition have been beaten or
nation could be facing sanctions from the
Union
and
other
some
unfortunate
cases
famiSouthern
Rhodesia, discarded British condimurdered. In
governments.
European
The EU is threatening sanctions against
ly members are not certain whether a loved tions and made a unilateral declaration of
nation
the
if
independence, which was not acknowlthe African
one has been killed or found a safe haven,
government does
edged by London. During the 1970s constinot ensure the deployment of an EU team of
because their bodies are never returned.
People attending the funeral of someone tutional settlement discussions began taking
international observers for upcoming presiwho has been murdered for supporting the place without results.
dential elections. They have given the counopposing party are often intimidated by
try until February 3rd to make a decision.
Joshua Nkomo and Robert Mugabe, the
PF (Zimbabwe Africa National aforementioned current President, agreed
The threat of sanctions is meant to help curb
ZANU
Union) members. Mugabe has done little or to share a joint position in the Patriotic
mounting violence occurring before the
Front that opposed elections held under the
election.
nothing to curb the brutality.
Following his nation's struggle for inde- new constitution in 1979.
In response to these and other international pressures, Mugabe has invited some
That year a Constitutional Conference,
pendence Mugabe emerged with a high level
of public support. However, much of that which Patriotic Front leaders attended,
international spectators to the March elecassembled in Lancaster House, London. The
tions. which will be held on the 9th and 10th
has been lost in recent years.
In February 2000, Mugabe manipulated group eventually came to agreements on a
of March. He has refused to have a British
Union
sanctions
be
store
European
may
in
observer and criticized them for their treatthe issue of land ownership, while allowing new constitution, transitional arrangements,
for
Zimbabwe
President
Robert
Mugabe
black veterans of Zimbabwe's war of inde- and a cease-fire. Lord Soames, a British
ment of the country, though other EU counbecause of recent legislation
appointed governor,
pendence to force
tries, such as Germany, have also voiced
was given full control
office.
white
farm
owners
Moyo's
their displeasure with his actions.
are
processed by
interviews
Mugabe's government is accused of However, he and his officials seldom answer from their lands
nation's for the transitional
his
period.
attempting to rig the upcoming election by die phone. While a few ministers still talk to destroying their crops
for
In 1980 after
passing laws that would make it illegal for private and foreign press, they insist on and property.
elections, the State of
The owners and
ence
many people who support the opposition remaining anonymous for fear of retribution
Zimbabwe
became
their farm hands, with a
party to vote. In response to EU criticism, he by the government.
level of
independent.
his
counto
of
whom
were
legally
has accused them of "clemonizing"
Since stories are being leaked
the some
lic
However Robert Mugabe was
try.
press despite Moyo's efforts, new measures black, were harassed
much of that has been elected as the Prime
Under proposed
are being proposed that and some were killed.
Minister and Reverend
provided
will make it impossible This
laws, independent
lost in recent years.
a
Canaan Banana filled
local monitors would
for foreign journalists Mugabe
brief bout
the largely ceremonial
be denied the vote
is accused to uncover a story in of mass popularity as
of
President.
while passports and of
New rules he played to resentment against remnants position
attempting to rig the Zimbabwe.
from the colonial system. However, this In terms of political conflict, former guerrilwill ensure that journalutility bills will be
election
upcoming
ists have a one-year resurgent popularity did not last as long as las continued to have disagreements that
required in urban
areas to prove that a passing laws that would renewable
license, he hoped.
accompanied tensions between Nkomo and
which can be revoked
person has lived in
Due to the loss of crops and farmers, Mugabe.
make it
at any time. This license Zimbabwe, a country which once exported
Pro-Nkomo constituents were involved
their constituency
for
many
for the last year.
is only awarded if the food, is in need of aid. The government in agitation in Matabeleland that prompted
Postal votes will be
person meets a strict blames the food shortage on poor rains, but the deployment of government troops in
the
who
restricted to diploof requirements, critics adamantly believe that without the 1983 and 1984. The situation eventually
to vote. set
opposition
mats and members
one of which being invasion of many farms the situation would improved in 1988, when Mugabe and Nkomo
of the armed forces.
they must be citizens of not be as dire.
signed a unity agreement.
Zimbabwe
an
on
formedia
has
that
authorities
reported
With respect to the media, Mugabe's
obvious restriction
State
A year later Mugabe became Zimbabwe's
have confiscated 36,000 tonnes of grain from first executive president, a title he still holds
Information Minister Jonathan Moyo intro- eigners.
seems
white farmers accused of hoarding it to creeven though he has lost his popularity
duced a 'non-co-operation policy,' allowing
deterMugabe's government
mined to pass this restrictive legislation, ate false shortages.
only state-controlled media to attend govamong many voters. It remains to be seen
ernment conferences.
Part of the tensions with Britain stem how effective his latest tactics to hold power
according to their Justice Minister, Patrick
from their colonial history, in whose end will be.
All requests for official comments or Chinamasa.
-
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World Watch
Israel

Sierra Leone
one week after an official end to its civil
war, voters began registering for the presidential and parliamentary elections to be
held May 14th. Many see these elections as a
test of the stability of peace in the West
African country.
Sierra Leone was engulfed in a civil war

Just

between 1991 and November 2000, when
rebels of the Revolutionary United Front
attempted to expel the government and take
control of diamond producing areas. It is
estimated that tens of thousands of people
were killed and a large number either raped
or maimed by the RUF.

At

least 25 people

were injured, some criti-

cally, in an attempted suicide bombing in the
centre of Tel Aviv Friday, The suspected
Palestinian survived the nail bomb explosion, but later died in the hospital due to
injuries from the attack.
In respect to urgent warnings by the
Israeli secret service about the imminence of
new attempts, almost all of the large Israeli
cities were found in the highest state of
alarm. Hours previously, Israel had moved
troops out of the neighbourhood of A-Tireh.
However, Israeli troops remain in the areas
close to Yasser Arafat's compound as hopes
for peace continue to diminish.

Colombia

World

bomb that exploded in southern Bogota
Friday caused the deaths of four police as
well as a five year-old girl. Several other
police and civilians were found in critical

According to the BBC, AIDS will surpass the
Black Death as the world's worst pandemic if
the 40 million people living with HIV/AIDS
do not get life-prolonging drugs. AIDS has
killed at least 25 million people since the
early 1980s and an estimated 14, 000 are
infected with HIV every day.
Although programmes to change behaviour and to promote condom use are effective, many are seriously hindered by their
country's poverty. While drugs exist that
prolong and improve the lives of AIDS
patients, many poor countries cannot afford
either the drugs or to develop the infrastructure to care for AIDS patients.

A

condition in or near the restaurant where
the bomb exploded.
Many believe that the guerrilla group
FARC (Revolutionary Armed Forces of
Colombia) executed the bombing as military
offensives carried out throughout the country in the last few days. Experts consider that
the guerrillas believe that violence will augment their strength in negotiations held
with the Colombian government to end the
thirty-eight year civil war in the South
American country.

Compiled by Chris Scriven
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Union President
Candidates and Platforms

Jeyas Balaskanthan

Andy

My Fellow Golden Hawks,

Some make promises, others make assumptions -1 make opportunities. My name is
Jeyas Balaskanthan and I am running for WLUSU President. Throughout my Laurier
adventure I have developed a leadership ethic built on integrity, character, and acceptance, all of which I believe the position of President demands during this period of
university growth.
I believe that we must strive for the proportionate expansion of student opportunities in response to a growing student body. Furthermore, the development of a transitional plan preparing WLUSU to satisfy the needs of tomorrow's students will both
protect our sense of community and address the realities of university expansion.
The WLUSU President has a duty to work for ALL Laurier students at both campuses, as well as, an obligation to hold university administration directly accountable for
responsible growth, which manifests itself in our class sizes, study space, and overall
educational experience.
As THE PEOPLE'S CANDIDATE I sincerely believe that the nature of the
President's office demands an increased commitment to visibility, accessibility and
accountability.
I ask for your support on February 7th and welcome any questions at votejeyas@hotmail.com.
EXPANDING YOUR SCOPE OF OPPORTUNITIES! VOTE JEYAS!
-

Pushalik

Voting in the WLUSU election makes a major difference in your life at Laurier. On
February 7th, you will select a President who is responsible to you for ensuring that
your needs are met, your services are delivered and that you are effectively represented. If you want Real Leadership for Real Issues than vote me, Andy Pushalik for WLUSU
President so that together we can get results and exceed the expectations we have,
demand and deserve.
Andy Pushalik as President means:
Increased Campus Clubs Funding
Expanded safety services on campus like Foot Patrol & ERT
Expanded food services, hours of operation & REAL input on the dining hall construction project to meet your needs
A student solution to Teacher & Course Evaluations
Equal pay for equal work among TA's in various faculties
A new Landlord Accountability System & Housing Registry for off campus students
A strong & credible voice on opposing irresponsible growth at Laurier
A Fiscally Accountable and expanded Laurier Student Services area
REAL SAY for the FEES YOU PAY!
Full Platform details available. E-mail for more details: push4prez@hotmail.com and
remember to Vote Andy Pushalik for WLUSU President.

-

WLU Student Publications President
Candidates and Platforms

David Field

Ben Martin

Stephen Tanner

Field of Dreams. If you build it, they will come. My dream
has created a newcommunity for Laurier students with the
launch of Club Laurier. I have the experience, creativity,
and accomplishments needed to become WLUSP President
Students need experience and Student Publications should

There has been a lot of talk in the past yea regarding
growth at Laurier, and how this growth affects each and
everyone one of us within the Laurier community. I have
seen how this growth has affected WLUSP through my past
involvement as Chair of the WLUSP Board of Directors, an
experience through which I feel that I have learned enough

As Laurier grows our school has become more diverse. It is
paramount to the success of student publications to
embrace this diversity and widen its offering to suit all
audiences. Not only must The Cord cover a broader range
of issues and events, but also reconnect with the numerous
students whom they have forgotten. The impending eviction of Student Publications at the end of its lease next year
is of great concern. If forced to move off campus as pur- 1 2
posed, the already wide gap between Student Publications
and its shareholders would grow even greater. If Student
Publications wishes to exist, as we know it today, they must
reconnect with the students in order to raise funds and
awareness of their current dilemma. With the financial crisis of last year solved, Student Publications is free to use its
resources to better serve the students. While sound financial management is still important there is a great opportunity for expansion in student publications, allowing them to
better serve you the shareholders.
As Student Publications president I intent to provide all students more opportunities to have their voices heard and
actively participate in their university experience. Vote
Stephen Tanner for President of WLUSP.

never turn any student away who wants to volunteer. Our
existing publications need to be further stabilized through
continued quality and profitability to ensure their longevity, ensuring volunteer opportunities. The Cord, one of
Canada's few digitally printed university newspapers, needs
to continue its innovation. Also, I will seek new publishing
possibilities to keep Student Publications on the leading
edge. This will give students access and training to the
newest technology and publishing techniques. A first step
is to start publishing e-books (electronic books) so that
when an industry standard is set, Student Publications is
ready, creating futurepossibilities for electronic course
packages including video and interactivity. Enhancing all
student life. I have Student Publications' future in mind.
Innovation, creative solutions, and my years of experience
will guarantee Student Publications' place on campus. I
want to hear your thoughts and questions. E-mail
me@davefield.ca or visit http://www.davefield.ca.
WEDNESDAY
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to now represent every Laurier student

as President of
WLUSP. As President I will be helping the incoming Board
of Directors incorporate a Mission Statement for WLUSP.
WLUSP also needs a President who can interact with members of the WLU Administration and members of the
Student Union's Management Committee at ease. WLUSP is
a pillar in the Student Publishing industry, and I want to
involve myself with the implementation of an academic
journal, thus furthering WLUSP's well-regarded reputation.
We must dedicate resources to volunteers and equipment
to better serve the expanding needs of the Laurier student!
For any substantial breakthroughs next year we need someone with whom all students can feel comfortable with as
the President for WLUSP!!! I want to bring true student
representation to WLI si"' 1 All I need your help Thanks
for your support.
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WLU Students' Union Executive Vice President:
University Affairs Candidates and Platforms

Regan Watts

Kristi Edwards

Platform unavailable.

The Students' Union has taken positive steps this year in representing students. But the
job is not done, there is still more to do. If elected, I will continue to campaign against
irresponsible growth at Laurier to ensure you are a name, not a number. I will lobby the
University to employ an open, fair, and accountable teacher evaluation system and I will
fight against the deregulation of fees that could see your tuition raised to $6000 a year.
To combat lousy landlords, I will work along side Legal Resources to develop a
Newsletter outlining safe housing regulations, tenant rights, and contact information to
report lousy landlords. Moreover, as your representative on the Ontario Undergraduate
Student Alliance (OUSA), I will lobby the government to keep rent increases affordable
and work to ensure public education remains accessible. I will also work with the dedicated volunteers in the University Affairs Department to build a strong team.
Additionally, I will empower the Academic Issues Committee to research and act on student issues, while creating more volunteer opportunities. On February 7th, vote for the
candidate who has a vision. VOTE KRISTI!

WLU Student Publications Board of Directors
Candidates and Platforms (Acclaimed)

Lynette Clarke

Amanda Baumann
I strongly believe that Student
Publications is the students' voice
at Laurier, which provides us with
the opportunity to grow through
learning the perspectives of others. The ability ofWLUSP to unite
students in discussion is something that I want to protect, I look
forward to supporting the planned
campus magazine, and 1 also want
to ensure there is a permanent
place for WLUSP on campus. My
leadership experience and my role
as a current BOD member have
given me the perspective to see
what should be done and how to
go about doing it.

As a volunteer for WLUSP for the
past two years, I feel that I have

an excellent understanding of the
organization and its position within the Laurier community.
Currently I hold the position of
co-editor in chief for the
Keystone, which requires regular
attendance of weekly board meetings.

These meetings have

equipped me with an understanding of the issues currently facing
the organization. These issues
include finding a new home on
campus for the organization,
launching two new publications,
and maintaining the quality and
standards of the current publications. I believe that WLUSP is crucial to the Laurier community and
look forward to guiding the organization into the future as a member of the BOD,

Laura iardine
As a candidate for a position on
the WLUSP Board of Directors, I
feel that I have valuable experience to bring to the 2002-2003
BOD. Currently, 1 hold the position of Co-Editor-In-Chief of the
Keystone. I regularly attend
Board Meetings as an ex-offido
member, and have the background knowledge necessary for a
position on WLUSP's Board. In
looking ahead to the 2002-2003
year at Student Publications, I
would like to lead the search for a
new home for WLUSP. I will support Student Publications' two
newest projects (CliibLaurier.ca &
BluPrint) and anticipate their
growth in the Laurier community.

Jennifer Martin
With

Heather Schmitt

two years of experience as
Student Publications staff, I am
looking forward to taking this
opportunity to help guide the corporation through tlx-' oming
year. As a member of the WLUSP
Board, I will make it a priority to
ensure that student publications
continues to act as a voice for all
Laurier students, and will work
with Laurier Brantford to increase
their representation. In addition
to maintaining the existing functions of WLUSP, I plan to work
towards ensuring the future of
Student Publications as well as
expanding the services offered to
better meet the needs of the
Laurier community.

Student Publications is a very
important resource for the student body. I feel Student
Publications needs to be a prorainent fixture on campus and in student lives. With a strong Board of
Directors, Student Publications
could be even more accessible
and used by the students. I would
be a good candidate for the Board
of Directors because I have considerable experience working with
people to accomplish specific
goals. For several years, 1 have
worked at a camp, which has a
strong group dynamic and regularly requires problem-solving skills.
These skills will help me to be a
contributing Board member.
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WLU Students' Union Board of Directors
Candidates and Platforms
Samuel Baptiste
Being elected by the student body, a member of the Board
of Directors is effectively a representative for the student
body and should try their best to listen and support them,
specifically in areas where the quality of university life can
be improved. My platform for this election campaign is that,
if elected to the Board of Directors, I will make it a high priority to make myself available to the students of Wilfrid
Laurier by listening to their opinions and concerns, and in
turn, voice those concerns to the Board of Directors and the Student Union.

soul_on_icesl@hotmail.com

lMeighan Doherty
First of all allow myself to introduce.. .myself. My name is
Meighan Doherty and I am a second year student in Political
Science. As a member of the Board of Directors, I would
like to look at the idea of gradual student growth and the
accountability of this growth that the school has to its students. As well, I would like to see more of higher value
placed on the teacher evaluations that students take their
time to fill out. I hope to see you out there, voting on

February 7, 2002.

Ben Durrer

Hi Laurier, I wish to be your student representative on the
WLUSU Board of Directors because I want Laurier to continue to be "Among Canada's Best". Academics is my greatest
interest and I plan to lobby the WLU administration to
increase your accessibility to elective courses and to protect
the value of your future Laurier degree as it is threatened by
Laurier's rapid growth. You need your student leaders to
provide you with more academic rights so that you earn a
degree that counts. Vote to strengthen your Laurier experience, Vote BEN DURRER for
WLUSU BOD!

Ryan Gorsz
I am campaigning to be a director for WLUSU because I
want to make a difference. The issues I will pursue are:

Lack of Parking Work with administration and lobby for a
parking garage. Growth Over enrollment has caused problems (i.e. longer lines, lack of study space, etc.) If elected, I
will be an outspoken critic of irresponsible planning and
growth. Scholarships Lobby for WLUSU to create scholarships from student fees for senior students. Effective
Representation -1 actively support student consultation so students have an opportunity
to provide input on the new buildings.
-

-

-
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Lori Macintosh

Meaghan MacDonnell
My name is Meaghan MacDonell and I'm a first year honours
English student who's passionate about making a difference
in our school. As a first year student I have encountered
many of the problems associated with the unexpected influx
of students to Laurier this past year and will work to ensure
that the needs of a growing school community are being
met. I'm an approachable, energetic, down to earth individual who's eager to represent the students and give them a
voice. I'm excited to help make 2002-2003 a positive experience for every student.

1

Picture
Unavailable

Hello my name is Lori Macintosh and I am a 3rd yr. sociology student here at Wilfrid Laurier. I am running for a position on the Board of Directors to further my involvement at
Laurier. Throughout my life I have been an active leader
within my community and I feel I will be an excellent representative of the Wilfrid Laurier student life.
Thank-You.

Kerri O'Neill

James McKay
I feel that as a Director of WLUSU attending the Brantford
Campus it would not only be important for me to represent
the views of the students in Brantford should I be elected,
but also to bring both campuses closer together. Each campus of the university has its own characteristics, its own
traits and quirks that make it special, and it is these characteristics which, when brought together, would make Laurier
an even more amazing place to study. Laurier is GREAT, but
by working together we can make it the GREATEST!

Laurier is a school that holds pride in the amount of volunteer work that the students do. But in the past few years
there has been a disturbing trend of volunteers being turned
away because of a lack in positions available. With the introduction of the co-hort year approaching something needs to
be done to accommodate for the needed increase in volunteer positions. If re-elected I will see that something is done
to allow for more students to have the chance to volunteer
within the school. Students concerns matter to me. Working at keeping the Laurier pride
alive.

Picture
Unavailable

Jaskiran Samra
Pike

Picture

Unavailable

Currently 1 am in my first year here at Laurier studying
Economics and Accounting. Though I have had a limited
amount of time here at Laurier, I have gotten to love the
school and am involved in Foot Patrol as well as LOCUS. I
may not be all too well known around here, but I am sure
that I can voice the needs of my fellow students and be a
beneficial addition to the Board of Directors. I will work
hard in this position and I look forward to being given the

opportunity.

Growth: The increasing number of enrolled students on the
WLU campus is a rising concern for the community. We have
seen the following initiatives put aside to deal with the issue
of growth: large line-ups all over campus and lack of available
parking space.
Quality of Education: The increases in tuition causes valid
concerns for the quality of education. Students want to
address teacher evaluations, the course selection system and

larger class sizes.
Transparency of the Board: The BOD is elected to govern the entire student population.
The newly elected BOD needs to increase its public awareness and presence.

Savithri Sastri

Grayson Sherritt

Picture
Unavailable

I am in the Business Administration program. Currently, I
am the Board representative for First Year Council. Since I
have been attending Board meetings, I know what kind of
commitment and effort is required from the directors. I am
qualified for this position because I have excellent leadership, communication and organizational skills. I know that I
can represent Laurier students really well, and as a director,
I will do everything I can to make our university experience

the very best!
WEDNESDAY JANUARY 30 2002

My intent is to bring both the Brantford campus and the
Waterloo campus closer together and organize more intercampus events. I also intend to institute in Brantford many
of the programs and organizations that students at the
Waterloo campus enjoy and benefit from. These initiatives
would benefit students at both campuses by giving them
more opportunities both socially and academically and
would enrich and enliven their University experiences.
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WLU Students' Union Board of Directors
Candidates and Platforms
lAdam Stevens

Jason Shim

Glenn Van Allen
GROWTH, it's on all our minds. Every student, in one way or

another, values our small community feeling which has
recently become a chalenged identity for Laurier. Despite
some growing pains, there still seems to be a recurring problem, which is finding first-class housing. My promise to you
is to implement an easy way for student's to contact potential landlords. With the increasing population at Laurier and
not to mention the double cohort year approaching rapidly,
needs
a straightforward system
to be setup now instead of later. Glenn Van Allen is here to
ensure that process is put into action.
Myles Wilson

.

Problems such as the over growth of the student population,
problems regarding the turret, problems faced in the
Athletic Complex, along with others must be addressed. As
the school continues to grow, issues regarding the comfort
of the student body surface. The restructuring of the cafeteria is a good starting point. The school needs to build more
residences and give the first year students a more spacious
|environment in which to study in. The Turret needs to offer
as
an
on-campus bar if it wants to lure more first year students who are
more attractions
now mostly under age. More needs to be done to the Athletic Complex as it is constantly
over crowded. Either the school needs to find a way to add on to the A.C. or the resorces
at the stadium must be used a little more sparingly.
|

The double-cohort is coming. A year from now, OAC students will graduate with the first group from the new fouryear program. I see this as an opportunity to proactively
respond to the likely surge in demand for the various services on campus. I'll do whatever I can to maintain Laurier's
reputation as one of the best, but I'll need your help. Assist
me with yourvote, so I can assist you with my commitment,
j- jshim@hotpop.com

Steve Welker
I am a well-rounded second year economics student, and I
care about our school. I am an extremely rational thinker
with a congenial disposition. I am not a politician by nature;
I simply want to make a difference. I am very in tune with
the average student here at Laurier, and will act as a valuable
representative for them. I am an easily approachable excellent listener who is interested in instituting what you, the
student, want to happen in our school. There's only one
.carnies, you know, circus f01k... small hands.

Picture
Unavailable
thing that scares

me..

I have served this past year, my second at Laurier
asExecutive Assistant to the BOD. I have valued this position and the knowledge that I have gained from it. I have
learned a great deal about WLUSU, about this University and
about myself. I believe that I now have the necessary experience to serve the student body as an effective student representative and an effective Director of this corporation. I am

Ttodor Costache
Platform unavailable.

committed to serving the WLU student population and
improving their experience at Laurier. Please visit my website for more details at
geocities.com/electmyleswilson or e-mail me at electmyleswilson@yahoo.com.
Zahid Jafry
Platform unavailable.
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Sanjay Pottinger

Platform unavailable.
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Oh, it's just a dream
Stuart Reed

accordingly. Some characters look
very three dimensional and thick
Film-going takes on an all-new in texture, while others are left
form after seeing Richard with only a line around the face,
Linklater's (Slacker, Dazed and emphasizing simplicity. The animaConfused) Waking Life. Not only tion really adds to the desired
does it present an astoundingly effect, as characters change in
unique, animated visual backdrop, shape, and humorous objects buzz
but it is layered with streams of across the screen, emphasizing
profound intellectual jargon.
certain issues. One in particular
The entire film revolves around that comes to mind is that of real
a digitally painted man (Wiley life character Alex Jones, who gives
Wiggins) and his subconscious a memorable three minute, redencounters with a revolving door faced assault on propaganda and
of folks
within which he is mind control in society.
The revolutionary technique
exposed to a lifetime worth of lessons. while fading in and out of used in this film was based firstly
consciousness. Every time he around digital footage of the
thinks he has broken out of a actors, and then intricately paintdream, ne is thrust into a high- ed-over into animated film by a
minded discusteam of roughly
sion about the "Wiggins' journey 30 artists. The
nature of exisinto the realm of film's producers.
tence. Or percepBob Sabiston and
human experiTommy Pallotta,
tion. Or time.
ence covers
invented all the
Wiggins' jourthe
realm
software
and
ney into
dimensions
only
of human experismall digital drawwith
the
possible
ence
ing pads used to
covers
dimensions only
abscence of
create the backpossible with the
drops, and the
time..."
absence of time,
completed prodwhich enables him to go from one uct adds a new and unique dimendiscussion to the next without any sion to animated film. This film
restrictions.
could not have been properly
What makes these encounters made without these effects, as the
so effective is the way in which the
non-linearity of the plot would not
animation ripples over the charachave fit with conventional film
using
detail
and
lack
of
it
techniques. The animation adds a
ters,
a
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Real-life actors in Waking Life were painted over into animated film in order to achieve the effect director
Richard Linklater desired. The result of this revolutionary technique is a film with a dream-like quality.

whole other aspect to the dream
landscape, giving it an almost floating quality. Everything about the
characters we see has been very
selectively created, each having its
own visual personality, as well as
through their dialogue. Many of
the characters in this film represent figures in everyday life
(although they perhaps draw on
radical extremes) and although
they frequently discuss intensely
intellectual issues, many of these
scenes make sense as we pick apart

PFHIOLTE

our own lives.

This film is definitely one to
see more than once. I found myself
so astounded by it visually, that I
didn't listen enough to what the
people were actually saying. This is
what is so great about this film;
those who don't wish to delve
deep into metaphysical conflicts
can just trip out to the funky visuals. It presents serious issues in a
playful way, while at the same time
making fun of itself through scenes
such as the 'holy moments.'

Characters who seem to be so
intellectual, are radically distorted
to show how over-exaggerated
they really are. I even saw a couple
of my profs amongst the group of
cranially distorted intellects. At the
root of it all though, it has brought
to mind that when we close our
eyes at night, we lose conscious
and as our eyes flutter away, we
may be experiencing a whole other
world, completely separate from
that of our waking life

A British band changing the trend
Michael Cameron
Mike Moss
It's been 12 years since The Charlatans
released their debut single Indian Rope on
their Dead Dead Good Records label. Now
seven albums later, and after a variety of
adversity that would demolish any band, this
Manchester group has survived the 90's and
become one of the most prolific British rock

bands of their time.
The Charlatans signed to the Beggars
Banquet label in 1992, where they released
Between 10th and 11th, Up To Our Hips, and
Tellin' Stories which turned out to be modest hits on the indie scene, but failed to capture the fame that everyone was expecting.
Before the follow-up to their 1995's selftitled album, tragedy struck the band as Rob
Collins, the band's signature organ/piano

player, was killed in a car accident. However, gle 'Love Is The Key.' Despite the rumors of
Burgess being ill, he manages to pull off his
the group persevered, recruiting a new keyboardist, and subsequently released their new-found falsetto voice with ease. They
most critically acclaimed album to date, Us
then kick into round two from Wonderland-.
and Us Only.
the similarly high-pitched, beat driven
folAlthough extensive touring in the US
'Judas.' This set the tone for the evening, as
lowed, the band has yet to crack the the band heavily emphasized their newer
American market. After all the Charlatans material, while taking us on a trip through
have been through, in 2001 they decided to their past hits such as 'North Country Boy,'
'Weirdo' and the song which first put them
reinvent their signature sound, with the subrelease
of
their
best
on the map: 'The Only One I Know.' The
Wonderland,
sequent
overall album to date.
setlist was varied, weaving old and new, whipWonderland is a"
ping the crowd into a
definite departure for
"...this Manchester frenzy, with the crowd
the band, with Tim
the
Burgess adopting a
has survived especiallyof enjoying
group
such
as
old,
singles
falsetto tone, giving
90's
the
and
become
'Tellin' Stories,' and
much of the album a
one of the most prolific 'Just Lookin".
more soulful swagger.
The band leaves
Opening for the British rock bands of
the stage after 75 minband on this tour is the
their
time."
utes, only to return to a
ever-hyped up and comstill enthusiastic crowd,
ers Starsailor, another
and kick into a more
British indie band on"
the verge of making it big in the US. Riding rockin' 'Forever.' They finally close with
their single 'Good Souls,' they waltz into their ever-crowd pleasing, extended version
of 'Spronston Green.' Burgess left the stage
their acoustic oriented 40 minute set, playing the better part of their debut album Love as the band continued to jam out for several
is Here. This band puts on a great live show, more minutes.
With the addition of their new material,
and is coming back to Toronto on February
28th, at the Opera House on their headlinthe Charlatans have solidified their reputation as one of the premier British rock
ing tour, so check them out.
The Charlatans take the stage to the bands, both in the studio and as a live act. If
strains of 'The Belle and the Butterfly,' you're looking for the evidence, they proved
greeted by the thunderous pop of two thouit tonight.
a
sand fans, and with Tim Burgess sporting
HAPPY BIRTHDAY,
grey hat only a British rock star could pull
IYNNETTE!!
off. They quickly launch into their latest sin.

PFHIOLTE
The Charlatans show why they have perservered over the years. They all possess million
dollar smiles and some really cool sunglasses.
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Backtrax: 1991
Smelled like Teen Spirit and some other stuff
Dara Hakimzadeh

Smashing Pumpkins and Faith No 'Bring the Noize.'
More latched onto the scene.
Their previous release in 1990,
Grunge matched scratchyThe music of the early 1990s was a
Fear of a Black Planet, shot to the
top 10 with songs, '911 is a joke,'
mixed bag of treats, none of which melodic vocals with detuned guimade much sense. Just as light- tars and pounding basslines. The 'Brothers Gonna Work It Out' and
weight pop acts were dominating scene re-invented stage diving and 'Can't Do Nuttin' For Ya Man.' Two
the charts (Paula Abdul, Milli crowd surfing, which came from years later the group would be
Vanilli, C&C Music Factory, etc) punk roots. Suddenly every kid in plagued with problems, as rapper
"alternative rock" became an highschool was learning to play Flava Flav was getting worn down
with drug abuse just as the group
guitar, wearing plaid shirts, sportindustry buzzword.
Bands such as U2, REMand ing a stubble goatee and had messy was opening for U2's Zoo TV tour.
Out west in Los Angeles,
Jane's Addiction were beginning to haircuts. Those were the days!
Kurt Cobain, lead singer of fuelled with an aggressive anger
gain gold and platinum record
notoriety. Seattle's local bands Nirvana, explained "our songs have and bouncy rhythm, rock group
spawned a dirty noise described as the standard pop format: verse, Rage Against the Machine formed
in 1991. Henry
"grunge," out of Los Angeles came chorus, verse,
solo,"
chorus,
Rollins, Black
New
York
"rap-metal," in
political
singer
Flag's
hip hop rolled forward and in Ohio bad solo. All in
"...out of Los
"industrial" was beginning to all, we sound
described them
become part of the mainstream like the Knack Angeles came "rap as "the most
market. The aggressive edge of and the Bay City metal", in New York happening band
in the US" at the
being
Guns n' Roses was about to fall by Rollers
political
hip
hop
time.
Lyrics
the wayside.
molested
by
rolled forward..." ranged from
Dave Grohl, former Nirvana Black Flag and
confrontational
drummer stated, "We knew the Black Sabbath."
political lyrics to
stuff we were coming up with was
n
0
catchy and cool and just good September 24th, 1991, Nevermind addressing concerns over inner
strong songs. We kind of could tell was released and 46,251 copies city deprivation, racism, censorthat they were great. We didn't were shipped to stores around the ship and propaganda.
Important to frontman Zack De
expect what happened to happen, US. Little did the band know that
but we knew it was going to be a Nevermind would reach number La Rocha was the plight of Native
really good record" before the one the following year. Even more Americans within American socieimpressive is its status as one of ty. The group initially created a
release of Nevermind.
with
grunge the greatest albums of all time, demo tape and were quickly
What Nirvana did
scooped up by Sony Music. The
was unheard of before in any music reaching ten times platinum.
of
New
York's
highly- deal ensured creative control of
Meanwhile,
genre. Grown out of a hybrid
thrash metal with an indie vibe, political rap group Public Enemy their 1992 debut release, which
grunge for the next five years continued their message releasing possessed amazing honesty and
would make Seattle the music Apocalyse 91... The Enemy Strikes power. A Buddhist monk burning
home of America. Bands like the Black. The album featured a Run himself to death in protest against
Melvins, Mudhoney, Soundgarden, DMC-inspired duet, with the group the Vietnam War captured the
Pearl Jam, Alice in Chains, the teaming up with Anthrax, remaking cover of their debut release.
In a small studio in Cleveland,
Trent Reznor, who formed Nine
Big Sellers from
Inch Nails in 1988, was beginning
(www.riaa.com)
to put the final touches on the
Broken
EP. His drab atmospheric
Garth Brooks Ropin The Wind
debut, Pretty Hate Machine
Metaliica Metallica
which was written, played
(1988),
Pearl Jam Ten
and co-produced by Reznor, posNirvana Nevermind
sessed a highly technologically
Madonna Immaculate Collection
fused sound. It transformed well
Bonnie Raitt Luck the Draw
into a ferocious live show drawing
Guns n Roses Use Your Illusion 1 &11
masses of fans as the group hit
Wilson Phillips Wilson Phillips
Lollapalooza in 1991.
C + C Music Factory Gonna Make You Sweat
The Broken EP muddled synPaul Simon Rhythm of the Saints
thetic keyboard with thrashing guiNine Inch Nails Broken
tar riffs, hit the US Top 10, and won
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Reznor his only Grammy award for
'Wish.' Reznor had a knack for
examining human depravity in all
forms from sex to depression. His

compositional prowess became
highly recognized, many critics
even called him the "Godfather of
Industrial.
"

T'was a year of reflection and
Today's generation of
anger!
young kids are still re-examining
the early 1990s for what it was, the
beginning of "alternative" and the
sudden defeat of glam rock..
"Here we are now, entertain
us!"
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Top: 199!-A mixed can of ''alternative meat'' for ii :o joyfully consume. Mmromm.... variety.
Bottom: Rage Against The Machine about to make musical history and
a decade worth of good music.
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Meanwhile,
Richie
"Something Else Again'' uses the
Eastern-based sitar, but maintains
the bossa nova beat well-known in
Latin. Music.
The part I like about the album
is the extraction of various elements that touch on the work by
compilers Eric Hilton and Rob
Garza. I get to listen to the individ- ·
ual tracks that I particularly like
rather than the .small Samples evi~
Verve Hi·Fi
dent in electronic music. Instead
Compiled by Thievery
of getting upset that you only hear
Corporation
a small portion of Cal Tjader, thank
God you can hear the whole thing
The latest release from Thievery on this album! It's like listening to
Corporation is a compilation of the. radio and thinking "I can't
various jazz and world artists that believe that Curtis Mayfield is covhave contributed to the eclectic ering Bran Van 3000!"
sound of the duo projects as deeAlso, it is only suiting that it's
jays. The. album feels like world released on Verve. Well known for
music played in a Brazilian cafe putting out some of the best jazz
lue to the presence of artists such and funk music ranging from tradias Sergio Mendes & Brazil '66 to tiona! to cutting-edge, jazz and
Willie Bobo. Thievery Corporation latin music lovers will enjoy this
-; known for their use of dub-indo- album. It is a reminder that much
azz-orienred sampling. Often they electronic break beat music is
.1se sultry female vocals reminis- derived from your, mother's vinyl
cent of jazz singer Ella Fitzgerald. collection. So, if your musical taste
Their taste is quintessentially is eclectic and you can't seem to.
-.hown, \Pf?}~gh ~h~ , fp~~~ . ~hg~~n ; buy qne ~l,qum, .that ~ill (atisfy1
lor SQU,,ndsfrom the Y,~t:v~, !f~ff.. " .. c your t~te for \'>(Qflti music fqsed
On the· alburri, Astrud with latinjazz, this one is definiteGilberto's cover of "Light My Fire" ly open enough for you. Too bad
contains a lounge-feel. The sweet there isn't any metal. More Slayer!
voice replacing Jim Morrison's converts the LSD influenced lyrics into
Lynnette Visaya
a more loving MDMA feel.
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The Process of Belief
Because the mainstream media is
so completely inept when it comes
to anything remotely punk rock,. a
few things must be made clear.
Firstly, this is Bad Religion's first
album back on the Epitaph label
after four albums for Atlantic.
Secondly, this album marks the
return of guitarist and co-founder
Brett Gurewitz, who rejoins the
band after an eight-year absence.
Thirdly, Bad Religion started the
Epitaph label 20 years ago.
Reunited and back on Epitaph
has obviously created high expectations for Bad Religion, but The
P,roce~s of. Belief does no], disa_ppoint. The first three tracks,
'Supersonic', 'Prove It' and 'Can't
Stop It' erupt with power not
heard since the Against the GrQin
and Generator days and a furious
pulse reminiscent of the Suffer and
No Control era, clocking in at just

over four minutes.
The Process of Belief finds the
band more invigorated than ever,
somehow making it seem like 1993
again. It's almost as if Bad Religion
never signed to Atlantic and this is
the record that would have been
made after Recipe For Hate, their
last Epitaph album. Much like that
album, not everything is hard and
fast, as The Process ofBeliefincorporates a few slower, emotional
songs, such as the goose bumpinducing 'Sorrow' (a favourite of
Sean Hill). The Greg Graffin/Brett
Gurewitz songwriting axis has once
again proven its might.
'Back to the roots' may be an
appropriate cliche to use as Bad
Religion has constructed an album
worthy of their original masterpieces from the. Epitaph era.
However, they have experimented
with a few new techniques, such as
the echo effect on some vocals, the
acoustic guitar in 'Broken' and the
disturbingly powerful closing
track, 'Bored And Extremely
Dangerous'.
Coming as no surpdse, the
lyrics are still the best in all of
music. "Like Rome under Nero, our

future's one big zero, recycling the
past to meet immediate needs, and
through it all we ramble forth to
persevere and climb our mountains of regret to sow our seeds,"
is a contender for second best lyric
of the year. Rather, the best lyric of
the year obviously goes to G-Dep's
contemplative muse "Spit like this,
get my wrists all glittery/Get cake,
snakes get slithery.''
Ultimately, The Process of
Belief may be nostalgic, but it has
more than enough substance to
warrant a spot on the music store
racks beside such greats like
Aaliyah, Nirvana, Blind Melon and
anyone else who became cool after
they died.
And now, my rant. The stupid
Top 40 pop bands you listen to are·
not punk, so stop walking around
campus saying you listen to punk,
because you don't. You listen to fpunk: fake punk. There's nothing
punk about dying your hair green
and piercing the visor of your baseball cap. As NOFX put it, "It's my
job to keep punk rock elite; this
music ain't your fuckin' industry."

Sir .Maneesh Sehdev
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Western too much for Hawks
Craig Reaney
The men's basketball team had
their hands full this past
Wednesday as they faced the
Western
league-dominating
Mustangs at home. The Hawks lost
to the Mustangs less than two
weeks ago and Laurier had hoped
to improve upon
that previous per- Western 73
formance.
Laurier's most
difficult task for the game was to
defend one of Canada's national
team members, Andy Kwiatkowski.
This job proved difficult early on,
as Kwiatkowski's size, athletic ability and work ethic were obvious at
both ends of the floor.
"We don't have anybody to play
Andy for forty minutes," commented Laurier's head coach Peter
Campbell referring to Western's
polished swingman, adding,
"you've got a guy who six months
ago was taking Darius Miles off the
dribble."
Campbell's reference to current NBA player and future superstar Miles is a serious one.
Kwiatkowski, as a member of
Canada's national basketball team,
played a game against the Los
Angeles Clippers this past summer
and lit up the NBA team for 26
points.
"The biggest thing about his
game is that as polished as his
game is, he still has the work
said
of
ethic,"
Campbell
Kwiatkowski, who he has coached
in the past on the student national
team. "That's what makes him a
special player".
The Hawks played Western
only a couple of weeks ago and
Kwiatkowski scored 31 points and
dominated every part of the game.
■

With time to regroup and re-examine their defensive approach,
Laurier looked as if they may have
a chance.
But the Hawks had troubles
finding their rhythm in the early
part of the half and trailed for the
first ten minutes.
Darren Veira's three pointer
produced the first
lead of the half at
Laurier 64
ten-minute
the
mark and convinced the crowd that this game
would be a close one.
But Western's experience
proved to be the difference as their
offence produced results that
extended their lead to eight over
the next four minutes.
Laurier became tentative as
their ball movement slowed and
rushed shot collection was the
result. "When we panic, you see it:
one pass, shot," commented
Campbell on the stretch of play
where many quick shots were
taken.
Laurier's Andrew MacKay
brought the team to within three
with two minutes to go and the
Hawks finished the half down five,

39-34.
The Hawks started the second
half well and pulled to within two
on a Chris Keith three pointer. The
momentum looked to be swinging
in favour of Laurier when Adam
Rogers, who played great help
defence and rebounded well for
the Hawks, blocked Western's next
shot attempt down the floor.
Rogers finished the game with
a respectable thirteen point showing, eleven rebounds and three
blocked shots. The stat sheet said
three blocks, but for those who
watched it, it seemed more like
five or six. Rogers had a distinct
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Coach Peter Campbell shows his team the nasty bruise he got

presence with his blocking on the
night, causing problems for
Western at both ends of the floor.
As the half progressed,
Laurier's usually stellar perimeter
game continued to struggle.
Campbell was "disappointed in
the way our veteran wing players
shot the ball," suggesting that perhaps the defensive set-up that
Western used caused them to
struggle.
With less than seven minutes to
play, the Hawks were down six and
still very much in the game. But
once again, it wasn't meant to be,
as costly turnovers plagued Laurier
in key situations. This, combined
with more hasty shot attempts,
hindered Laurier's chance of a
come-from-behind victory.
"As a team, we moved the ball
pretty well," said Campbell who
was correct in assessing the team's

while skateboarding at the age of 8,

ball movement. If not for a few
stretches of hurried shots, the
Hawks would've had a much smaller gap to overcome at the end of
the game.
"We didn't seem to be able to
finish," noted Campbell, adding
"we ended up with 33 offensive
boards, but what we couldn't do is
put the ball in the basket when we
got it." Laurier's poor execution
hurt them as they were up against
a more experienced and more
patient Western squad.
Kwiatkowski, who finished the
game with 25 points, wasn't the
only weapon that the Hawks couldn't contain as Western's point
guard, Jimmy Grozelle, followed
up with 22 points of his own.
Laurier made a late run in the
game, closing the gap to six with
just over two minutes to play. But
it was too little, too late, as the

Hawks lost what should've been a
closer game, 73-64.
Always analyzing the positives
well
as
as the negatives, Campbell
stated, "for well over 60 minutes of
the eighty (minutes), we played
them even, you've got to be proud
of that."
"Each week we become a more
experienced team," said Campbell
about the great strides that have
been made on this young Laurier
squad.
Many people quickly forget
how far this Laurier team has come
since last year's abysmal three-win
season. Campbell's perspective
was that "a year ago, that might've
been a thirty point ball game."
Some would debate the number, but the important thing to
remember is the leaps forward that
this year's team has made from
previous incarnations.

Lisa Martin: Volleyball phenom
Rich Kawamoto
Popular rapper Eve's 2001 hit, "Who's that
girl?" can be a main song circulating through
the CIS when players enter the league as
freshmen. But sooner or later, with strong
play, the song begins to run dry.
There are some people who are natural
athletes. There are others who work hard
day in and day out to be the best. But rarely
comes a person who is gifted with natural
athleticism and a tireless work ethic.
However, such is the case with the second year right side hitter for the Laurier
Golden Hawks women's volleyball team.
Lisa Martin has taken her game up a
notch and is now one of the top players in

the country.

The 6'2" Arts student from Waterloo
plays an instrumental role for the Hawks,
who are currently 13-0 in the OUA. This has
earned them a current 9th ranking in the
national polls.
Even with an undefeated record and a
national rank, Martin understands that it
doesn't come for free. "There are times
when we get tired and want to stop, but we
have to push ourselves to keep going. Teams

are going to want to beat us even more now
that we're ranked. We need to be able to
step up to the challenge and that requires
hard work," explained Martin.
And stepping up to the challenge is
exactly what Martin has done and continues
to do. She is currently fourth in the country
in kills per game and is an impressive tenth
in Ontario in blocks per game.
And this year isn't a fluke for Martin
either. Last year, despite a third degree ankle
sprain, which sidelined her for over two
months, she managed to rank amongst the
top in the country in kills, earning herself an
OUA Ist team all-star selection. Mystikal's
2001 hit, "Bouncin' Back," was the song of
choice after her strong comeback.
University success is new for Martin but
success in general is not uncommon for this
extraordinary athlete. The graduate from
Elmira high school left a legacy behind in
multiple sports.
A proficient soccer, basketball and obviously, volleyball player, Martin was named
Athlete of the Year in grade twelve. She was
a four-time All-county volleyball All-star and
received two invitations to the Junior

National team tryouts.

As a high school senior, Martin was a
member of the gold medal winning regional
team and followed that performance with a
gold medal in Quebec with the Ontario
provincial team. Good thing EMF came out
with the hit song, "Unbelievable" in 1991,
because it describes Martin's achievements
like no other.
"She works hard every practice and
pushes the team to do their best. She knows
how good she can be and works toward that
goal," noted Mclntyre.
Although only a sophomore, Martin
shows glimpses of a player who will one day
be a great leader. "Lisa leads mostly by her
offensive output," said Mclntyre. "The team
really seems to feed off her intensity."
As good as her offence is, Martin has
improved in her backcourt play. She is currently second on the Hawks' roster in passing percentage, only behind libero Lisa
Wallace, who is one of the top passers in the
country.

The humble Martin knows just how
important it is to have a strong rapport with
the entire team.
"There's great camaraderie with the
team this year. We spend almost every day

together and to not get along would mean
poor chemistry. Bad chemistry won't take
you far in the CIS."
Martin also attributes this year's team
success to the fact that many players are, or
once were, members of the Waterloo Tigers
volleyball club. "Many of us have played up
to five years together," notes Martin, "so we
know each other's tendencies and complement each other very well," she continued.
As Sister Sledge's 1979 hit, "We are
Family" plays in the locker room, the women
have formed a bond that has allowed them
to prosper into one of the top teams in the
country.

Once she completes her four year stay
with WLU, Martin has her eyes set on playing
professional volleyball overseas in Europe.
"It's a definite goal of mine but you have to
keep your eyes on what's in front of you
now, and the rest will fall into place later,"
described a focused Martin.
With the early success that has come
with Martin's strong play, she has become a
threat to every opponent. It's now safe to
say that the Beatnuts's 1999 hit, "Watch out
now" has taken precedence over Eve. And it
doesn't look to be stopping anytime soon.
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Clash of the Titans

With no alternatives but the female team, should males be allowed to play?
Tale of the Tape

The Sheriff Killa

Height: 5 8'
Reach: 35"
Professional record: 23-0-1, 20 Ko's
Most recent victory: Second round knockout versus scantily clad gym-goers
Pre-match comments: Yea, dat's right! I shot the
sheriff! And I shot the deputy, too! Derek? He best
know that he next in line!

Height: 5 9"
Reach: 37"
Professional record: 22-0-3, 21 KO's
Most recent victory: Fifth round TKO over the
Hawk Squad
Pre-match comments: I'm for real, sucka! I'm taking it to the streets and it ain't to give out parking
tickets! I ain't playin'!

Send 'em to the showers

Let them play
Caitlin Howlett

did I alter the rules; I merely changed the
way people viewed the sport and its partici-

Despite what people are wearing in the gym
these days, there do happen to be more
pressing issues in the wide world of sports.
A growing controversy has risen in the
last few months regarding male athletes participating on women's teams who are supposedly changing of the way the game is
played.
If you missed the November 21st, 2001
issue of Sports Illustrated, let me bring you
up to speed. SI columnist Rick Reilly concluded that men playing on women's field
hockey teams in US high schools were
changing the way in which the sport was
played in, "Not Your Average Shirt Chaser".
However, one piece of legislation makes
Reilly's argument virtually inarguable.
Title IX reads that "No person in the US
shall, on the basis of sex be excluded from
participation in, or denied the benefits of,
or be subjected to discrimination under any
educational program or activity receiving
federal aid."
I must admit, allowing men to dominate
a
in league that is primarily and historically
linked to female participants goes against
the nature of sport, but just allowing them
to play the game because there is no other
means for them to play is a different argument.

Reilly argued that when girls play on
sports teams exhausted by male participants
they don't change the inherent nature of
the sport. But don't they?
As a female lacrosse player in a city
where no girl's teams existed, I played with
the boys when I was 11 years old. I did
change the sport. I had one opponent say
he didn't get crosschecked by girls...he is
still laying on the arena floor gasping for air.
I was the girl who made parents argue in the
stands. I was the girl who caused pandemonium in the locker room. I was also the
same girl whose male teammates stood up
for her when opponents heckled her
because she was a girl.
Like it or not, playing on a team that is
distinguished by the gender you are not,
does not make the sport radically different,
nor does it make the sport worse or detract
from it in anyway. I didn't change how
Markham Thunder Lacrosse was played, nor
Men's Hockey split

pants.

The fact that men want to play field
hockey in skirts with girls amuses me almost
as much as it excites me. These are young
athletes sacrificing their dignity by going
against the grain of the norms of society for
sport participation, solely for the love of the
game.
Anyone who is determined to openly
subject themselves to the verbal abuse of
parents on the sidelines (the worst kind)
and the ridicule in their academic setting
just so they can play a sport, obviously
deserves to play and excel in the sport they
love almost as much as life itself. But at the
same time it is on the onus of those
involved in the administration of the particular sport to make sure teams have equal
distribution of players of both genders.
If there were a league that was devoted
to men's field hockey, then yes, there would
be no excuses for not playing with the other
boys.
But in the US high school arena of
sports, men's field hockey teams just don't
exist and until there are enough male players to introduce a league for male field
hockey players, title IX must be followed
and we can wave goodbye to Reilly.
The physical make up of the male
species does offer some advantages when
playing a sport including elements of power
and intimidation, but female athletes often
have more precision and exactness when it
comes to skills in order to compensate for
their lack of size.
This balance between size and skill is
what makes it acceptable for opposing genders to play on the same team or against
each other.
Until there is an identifiable and advantageous imbalance in the male/female ratio
of players on a team such as field hockey,
Reilly's point, although believable, holds no
real bearing on the legitimacy of the argument.

Laurier is lucky enough to have corresponding sports teams for both genders,
but supposing Powder Puff did not exist,
one would hope that a girl could play on the
men's football team. After all, it is only fair.

w ith Windsor

Laurier's Hockey Hawks were in Windsor this past weekend
to play the Lancers in back-to-back games on Saturday and
Sunday.
WLU took the first game by the score of 3-2 but came
back poorly on day two, losing 7-2.
Kevin Corso, Jason Bullock and Josh Seabrook all played
well for the Hawks, with each of them netting two points for
WLU, whose record now sits at 7-10-1.
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Tale of the Tape

Da Street Connoisseur

Derek Iwanuk
Imagine yourself as a petite female out in a
field hockey arena with a 250-pound high
school linebacker coming at you full speed,
with grit and determination in his eyes, and
the knowledge of an inevitable blistering
slapshot coming your way.
Even if you were a male this might seem
like an intimidating situation. However, for a
female it may be much more.
Currently in the state of Massachusetts,
this situation is a reality for many female
high school field hockey players.
Rick Reilly's column, "Not Your Average
Shirt Chaser," appeared in the November
21st, 2001 issue of Sports Illustrated.
Reilly describes the life of Ryan
Sherburne, a senior at Mohawk Trail
Regional High School who plays on his high
school women's field hockey team.
Many parents and players of opposing
teams are not too happy about Ryan and his
participation on the women's teams. This
writer is also opposed to this situation.
The first problem is that there is an
imbalance of competition. The last two out
of three state champions have started boys.
Obviously, the men on the team are giving
those teams an advantage.
It is true that some women who play on
men's teams do not change the sport.
However, in a sport such as field hockey, a
man playing on the women's team will fundamentally change the way the sport is

played.
This appears to be an unfair advantage
to opposing field hockey teams who do not
have male participants on their team.
The second problem is that some of the
girls who Ryan has come up against are getting hurt. Obviously in sports, injuries do
occur. In addition, with a physical game
such as field hockey, when your opponent

possesses more physical strength than you,
injuries become more common and increasingly damaging.
Several opposing coaches are outraged
because of the rough, physical style that
men use in their play against the women.
In one instance, a girl took one of Ryan's
slapshots in the lower abdomen and was
sidelined for the rest of the game.
Normally, this would not be cause for
someone to be out for an entire game.
However, the strength of the shot from Ryan
proved otherwise.
Many parents of the girls that oppose
Ryan's participation fear for their daughter's
safety. To have a player playing in constant
fear of being seriously injured by someone
who is twice their size is a serious problem.
The third problem is Ryan's safety. Ryan
is constantly threatened and abused by several of the opposing girls' parents. It has
gotten to the point where Ryan's coach was
afraid of him going to the bathroom by himself for fear of getting attacked by a group of
parents.
These are just further problems that the
league does not need or know how to deal
with. Sure, he may have the right to play, as
the equal rights constitution claims, but at
what costs are these rights going to come?
A serious injury, a possible death
imposed by an angry parent, or maybe an
accidental injury by Ryan to someone else?
These are the types of problems that
make this whole situation unacceptable.
Reilly said it best in his article: "These
parents must have half a brain to permit
their hulking teenage piles of testosterone
to go out in half a dress and whomp on girls
half their size. Yeah, they have the constitutional right to do so, but not the moral right.
The next dad who allows it gets a field hockey shot right where it hurts. And that ain't
the stomach."

To read Rick Reilly's column, "Not your average skirt chaser", log on to:
http:Hsportsillustrated.cnn.eom/inside_game/inagazine/life_of_reiUy/news/2001/l1121/life_qtjcillyl
Who do you think w on the Clash of the Titans?
Is the 'Sheriff Killa' truly the law or simply a Bob Marley impostor?
Is the 'Street Connoisseur' running the streets or is he merely a meter maid?

Weigh in with your opinion by e-mailing letters@wlusp.com. Maximum 350 words.

Women's Hockey roll over competition

Curling teams hurry hard

The undefeated women's hockey team continued their winning ways over the weekend with wins over York and Brock
by scores of 3-1 and 2-0, respectively.
Katie MacNamara was the leading scorer for the Hawks
over the two games, as she had two goals and one assist.
The Hawks are now 15-0-1 as they proceed on their collision course with U of T.

Laurier's men's and women's curling teams had a successful
weekend in a bonspiel this past week. The women's team
went undefeated with victories over Windsor, Western,
Brock and Waterloo.
The men, meanwhile, finished the tournament at 3-1
with their only loss coming at the hands of the host Windsor
squad. Both teams now prepare for an OUA crossover bonspiel to be held this week in Waterloo.
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Women's basketball win one, lose two
Mariana Hrkac
The Mustangs rolled into Golden
Hawk territory with a vengeance.
The Hawks had, only one short
week ago. walked into their gym
and handed them their second loss
of the season.
different Western team
showed up on this most recent
meeting as Laurier was unable to
reinforce the win of just the previous week.
The Hawks fell 64-52 and
Western regained their pride. They
were able to redeem themselves
and get the last laugh over the
Hawks.
Laurier held their ground for
the first fifteen minutes of play and
the game looked as if it would
develop into a very exciting one.
But with the Hawks falling
asleep in the last five minutes of
the half, the Mustangs went on a

A

12-4 run.
Leading the effort for the
Mustangs was post player, Joanne
Chehade. who managed to accumulate 18 points. In their last
encounter,
the Hawks held
Chehade to 1 point. Clearly they
could do no such thing this time
around.
This, coupled with outstanding
shooting percentages by the visitors, left the Hawks down by 12
points at the conclusion of the first

I

for the Hawks was Dee Channer,
leaving Laurier with no other
choice than to sit their big gun.
With Channer forced out of the
game, fellow forward. Stefanie
Nadalin, responded by stepping up
her game. She led the scoring for
her team with 12 points and collected 5 rebounds.
Point guard, Sarah Zagorski,
continued to be solid for the
Hawks, adding 11 points and also
grabbing 5 huge rebounds for her
little self.
During the second half Western
once again took precedence across
the board with every figure leaning
in their favour.
Despite this, the Hawks were
able to play even with their opponents, having a run of their own
and scaring the Mustangs for a split
second.
The Mustangs were just too
much for the Hawks on this given
day and WLU's record fell to 5-7.
It was a busy week for the
Hawks as they still had a full plate
ahead of them for the weekend.
They headed to the nation's capital
early Friday morning to take on
both the Carleton Ravens and the
Ottawa Gee Gee's. No rest for the
wicked.
The ladies matched up against
Carleton on Friday night and beat
the Ravens by a score of 53-54,
'"We played a great game from
start to finish. Carleton is a scrappy
team and they played hard. We
held our own and played super,"
said proud Head Coach Stu Julius.

Good afternoon. I'm the Cord and I'm a Sportsoholic. Thank you.

win.

"Sara Zagorski played well as
usual," commented Julius. Her
consistency is something that has
become relied upon by her teammates and coaches alike.
The Hawks' next task was down
the street against the Ottawa Gee
Gee's on Saturday evening. What
should have been an easy win for
the Hawks turned into a nightmare. Not only did they lose to the
Gee Gee's, 71-56 but the Hawks
actually handed them their veryfirst win of the season.
Coach Julius was uneasy about
the match going into it. Perplexed
about his reasoning for the uneasiness, he was probed for an explanation.
"They hadn't won a game all
season. You know sooner or later
they have to win at least one. You
just hope it's not against you."
What an awfully unlucky situation for the Hawks. Ottawa played
the best game of their lives. They
shot extremely well, too well in
fact.
One Gee Gee was an impressive 5 for 5 from the three-point
line. Julius commented on the
Hawks' lack of defense. "We didn't
do a good job against their shooters. We let them score and then
our own scoring was limited."
The appearance of Golden
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Women's b-ball saw their winning streak end this past week

Hawk, Dee Channer, for the credit, they played better than we
Saturday game was questionable did," he continued.
The Hawks, as of now, are sitdue to the extent of a hit she took
at the conclusion of the Friday ting in a playoff spot with a 6-8
record. They now look to try and
night game.
A visit to the hospital on Fridayreach a top four finish in order to
night gave her questionable clear- play host to a first round playoff
ance for the Saturday night game. game.
The Hawks welcome the
Despite the hard elbow she
received she had a solid 14-point Windsor Lancers this Saturday for
what promises to be an exciting
display against Ottawa.
think
we
ran
out
of
match.
The Lancers rank below the
just
"I
gas,"
commented Julius. "Our second Hawks in league standings yet
half was weak and Ottawa played managed to beat Laurier in their
great. You've got to give them first meeting.
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half.
The Mustangs more than doubled the figures displayed by the
Hawks from both the field and the
three-point line. As well, they bettered the free throw shooting per-

The story came from a tagteam point guard effort. Veteran
Christa Lodge, and rookie Sarah
Zagorski, had an equally impressive showing. Each contributed 15
points to the scoreboard and are
the very reason for their team's

centage of the lady Hawks.
Getting into early foul trouble
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GoodLife
Kitchener:

576-7744 1253 King Street, Women Only
744-6262 25 Frederick Street, Coed

Waterloo:

747-1044

140 Columbia Street West,

Coed & Women Only Areas

Nominal initiation and administrative fees apply. Limited time offer. Valid student ID required.
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A week of fun in the snow...
when there was some
A look back

at the highlights and

of the Winter

"snow"-lights

Kristen Howard
Residents of Willison Hall were probably
angered early Wednesday morning by
sounds of the chants and cheers of energetic Winter Carnival participants. In fact, a
noise complaint was called in during a
"cheer off" activities that took place
between seven and eight in the morning.
This years Winter Carnival 2002 kicked
off with the opening ceremonies Tuesday
night in the Turret. Fifteen teams in all took
part during the week; 3.5 Stars, Bacchus,
Blue Chips, ERT, Foot Patrol, G-Spots,
Gangrene, Kin Krew, Maximum Ice, Pink
Ladies, Resistance, Skankin' Pickles, UP
Wannabes.
and
the
Underdogs,

KUEBLR

Waterbuffaloes.
The theme for the week was random
Laurier Sports and each team selected a
sport they featured throughout the week.
The overall winner for the week were the
"Kin-ouists" Kin Krew, while the 3.5 Stars
took home the Spirit Cup.
Night events during the week included a
pub-crawl and the ever popular tubing. The
always present scavenger hunt included
"chugging a can of gravy."
Amy Camblin, a member of the Kin Krew
was impressed with the hard work the team
put into the lip synch contest.
"There was a lot of creativity and energy
put into everyone's presentations," she said.
The 3.5 stars wowed the crowd with a lip
synch from Cats, and the Waterbuffaloes preformed a song from Shrek.
Many memories from the carnival will

"

I

3.~- Stars hauiin' some ass because the Fashion Police are on the way. Nice marts.

remain fresh in participant's minds even if
the snow has melted away. Who could forget
how slushy Willison field was during the
regatta games and the dog sled races? The

a

cardboard cut-out of Michael Jordan!

The "Pete Rose Memorial Betting
Challenge" promoted other teams to cheer
for another team. A member from each
team had to bet
on a team that
contest had to
he turned into a
One member from each team they thought
"Pot a to had to "trash talk" a cardboard would win the
overall prize for
Sculpting
cut-out
of
Michael
Jordan!
the week.
Contest"
At the
because of the*
end of the
lack of snow.
a
and
closing
event
was
the
"Your
dinner
ceremonies
week,
Another new
momma is 50..." trash talking contest. One brought everyone together to celebrate the
member from each team had to "trash talk" end of another great carnival. Fashion n'

Winter Carnival Top Ten

8. The breakfast of Champions
Wheaties Eating Contest.

7. 7our Momma is 50..." Trash Talking

Lacrosse is Canadian. Hockey is
Canadian and Basketball is Canadian
We've all frozen our tongues to something
metal and lived to tell about it
We know what a toque is and we look
damn good in them!
-

-

-

The scavenger hunt. The crosscountry, gas-guzzling, point-scoring event that makes Winter
Carnival, well, Winter Carnival.
What is the weirdest thing you
would have lying around your
dorm, your house, your car? Well,
if you look at the things the W.C.
exec's had in their minds, you can
see just how "scavenging" this
hunt was.
Here is just a small list of some
of the items the teams had to find,
activities they had to do, and
places they had to be.
The Hunt itself:
-A tape of "OK Blue Jays"
-A Papa Smurf figure
-A copy of the "Piledriver" album
-10 different brands of "unused"
condoms
-A statue of a dragon
-A Delorian
-A Barbie Corvette

Competition.

6. The Jock Jams Cheer Off
5. The Winter Carnival Executive in all
their glory.

Commodore 64
-A list of the 1969 Winter Carnival
-A

KLEIN

4. The Tournament of Champions hr
Look what you've done to Mali's poor head!
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Editor's Note: With winter comes snow. And
Winter and snow mean Canada. So 1present to you some things Canadians have to
be proud of.

Kevin Klein

3. The Ist Annual Potato Sculpting
10. Teams stealing a lock of Matt Contest.
Cade's hair and ca ling Vince Pessureault
in Korea for the Scavenger Hunt.
2 Tuba, tuba-ing, tuba-tuba-ing-ing.
9. Kin-oeing, The Pairy Challenge, and I The Lip Synch.
The Competitive Culinary Arts.

WEDNESDAY

Motion performed a short teaser after closing ceremonies, as the F'n'M guys needed a
little technical help in their attempt to out
perform the girls.
The W.C. executives made an All-Star
Team for the Winter Carnival 2002. These
individuals were people who stood out during the week and put all of their energy into
making it an enjoyable experience. The All
Star team included; Adam Clark, John
Leverre, Meghan Haas, Jen Haygon, Nicole
Lee, Rob Vingerhoets, Ben Seewald, and
Dave Mollica.
The grand prize was a keg party and it
was awarded to the Kin Krew for their winning performance over the week. The Spirit
Cup winners, the 3-5 Stars, won a V.I.P. party
at Wilf's.
Anyone wanting to put together a team
for next year, this year's executive suggests
you start early, get people you know will
stick it out through the whole week, and try
to make it out to all of the events for maximum enjoyment.

Can you find a....

Mandy Sellers

Crawl.

MARTIN

Carnival week

KEVIN

Executive
-Middle School Felt Participation
tabs
-A Bionic 6 action figure
-A golf cart

-A Trivial Pursuit card where one of
the answers is Wilt Chamberlain

-A Gloworm that works
-A go-kart
And pictures of:
-Mark Spitz with all his medals
-Gary Leeman (not a Hockey Card)
-A team member beside an emu
-Ten team members in a telephone
booth
-A team member at a pop concert
-A rocket taking off
-Two team members wrestling on
an ice rink
Feats of strength:
-A male team member with a bic'd
head and a female with a shaved

head
-A team member having an orgasm
-A team member chugging canned
gravy
-A team member walking on their
hands for 20 feet
-A demonstration of the correct
way to field a ground ball
-The tallest member of the team
riding a tricylce
singing
team
member
-A

"Centerfield" in a baseball outfit
-A one-minute choreographed
dance to "We Will Rock You"

Life
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Summer
Catchin' waves in Mexico
Julie was lucky enough
andshewa stinkg

Canadian mbaWretboinuhlgehct,skory

Julie Pong

to take a trip to Mexico for two weeks in the dead of the

like myself. Completely nervous at
the thought of trying to surf, I padWhat better way to spend the holidled my way in the water. As I
days than in the warmth and beauclumsily attempted to make my
way through the waves that were
ty of Mexico? For two weeks, I went
crashing around my head, I found
to Sayulita, Mexico, a small town
one hour north of Puerta Vallarta. I
myself screaming Simon's (my travelling companion) name for help
had an opportunity to meet a
as I could no longer remain on the
handful of the locals, as well as a
few Canadians who had the same
board, or get back on after falling
idea: to relax in a little piece of paroff for that matter. I couldn't have
adise.
been happier once I reached land.
At that point, I thought my
I was thrilled with the idea of
to
for
a
few
weeks.
surfing career had begun and
going
Mexico
However, at the same time, my the beach. He said something to ended at the same moment, but a
sheltered life brought out appreme in Spanish and to which I few days later I managed to muster
hensions about going to a small responded, "I do not speak up the nerve to try it again.
.Spanish." "What Paddling my way in the water on a
town where they,
weren't about to
is your name?"
much smaller and less awkward
Our cab driver
the
likes
cater to
he asked me in board, I managed to get myself
sped his way,
of a tourist.
English. I told past the break (meaning that the
Instead, I was almost giving me a him, and then he waves would not be breaking on
going to have to heart attack as he told me his
my head, but rather closer to the
shoreline). I paddled for my life
adjust to their
passed other cars Harry. Harry towards
the shore as a wave was
lifestyle, their
on
the
winding
food, their ideas
and I tried to coming up behind me. This was
of fun. Not only
one-lane road in have a conversa- my chance to try to "catch a wave"
that, I didn't
but and ride it to shore. Before I could
the middle of the tion,
speak a word of
between his brocomprehend what was happening,
mountains
Spanish. I knew
ken English and I realized that I had caught the
tendency
right away that
to wave and was traveling at a much
this was going to a learning experiretreat back to his native tongue,
faster rate than anticipated. For
ence.
we managed to only understand a safety, I remained lying on the
My adventure began as soon as few things about each other. I board as the thought of standing
I stepped off the plane in Puerto found out he was 17 and surfed. up on this thing seemed much too
Vallarta and had to go through a That was about it. Harry and I difficult and dangerous.
would have our daily conversation
security checkpoint. This checkCompletely unaware of how to
point consisted of pushing a buton the beach, but they were practisteer or maneuver, I found myself
ton which lit up either a red lightall
the
as
our
word
cally
crashing head first into the shore
same
stop, or a green light-go. "What an choice was rather limited.
which, to no surprise, threw me off
odd way of randomly searching
the
first
few
of
days
my the board! I struggled to get to my
For
people," I thought to myself as I trip, I felt as though I was on the feet, because the waves were lapset of a movie. The town seemed ping in my face and I was still in
got the green go-ahead.
From there we bartered with a so surreal. Spanish music would be shock as to what had just haptaxi driver to take us to our desti- blaring at the crack of dawn from pened. I got up in complete hysnation, Sayulita. Our cab driver houses down the road. Children terics, laughing to myself at the
sped his way, almost giving me a could be seen all day in the town's spectacle that I had just made, and
heart attack, as he passed other centre square, bouncing in what noticed that I had a few fans on the
cars on the winding one-lane road looked like a home-made enclosed beach who also thought my little
in the middle of the mountains, trampoline. The different horns incident was humourous.
and got us to Sayulita in what I was from the various trucks delivering
Taking a break from the trials
assured was record time.
water or shrimp could be heard and tribulations of surfing, we
We were staying with friends bellowing from down the road.
spent one afternoon walking at
for the duration of our trip and
Being in this town where surfleast an hour and a half in the
were eagerly welcomed by them
ing was by far the main attraction, scorching sun down the beach to
and a few of the others. As I carthe day came when the waves were the next city. It became more like
ried my bags inside the little house small enough for a beginner surfer a jungle trek at times, as we had to
I was worried. But to my delight, I
was thoroughly impressed with
our accommodations. I was overjoyed there wasn't a single insect in
sight. This was extremely surprising, given the front door and windows simply consisted of a screen
and no glass.
Without delay we threw on our
summer clothes and headed for
the beach a mere two minutes
away. I couldn't have been sitting
there more than 10 minutes when
a teenage boy approached me on

-
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Julie hugs a tree. Better not tell Berrytree, eh Dillon! He would be mad.
climb our way over massive rocks, flute, guitar, or any other instruand up and down steep hills in ment that they happened to have.
order to get to our destination. It Bystanders would join in the fun
was completely breathtaking as we and dance on the street to the
stood on the top of a hill and sounds that were resonating
looked down at the waves crashing around them.
on the rocks, and the stretches of
Without a doubt, this trip was
beach that laid to our left and an experience like no other that I
right. After finalhave
encounly reaching the
tered. If given
next city, the
Dozens of hippies the opportunity
thought of walkwould
sit on the again to travel to
ing back was not
Sayulita or any
street corner,
an option, so we
other unfamiliar
went to the main
bongos in hand place, I would
road where we
take it in a heartand
beat
their
hitch-hiked our
beat.
drums
way back to
At
times
I
Sayulita.
wished I was
By night, this surfing town had back in Canada where fast-food is
a whole new atmosphere. On New easily at my disposal, or where the
Year's, this town was apparently water may not run out early in the
busier than it had ever been. morning. However, all these
Dozens of hippies would sit on the encounters made my trip not only
street corner, bongos in hand, and a learning experience, but somebeat their drums as other hippies thing I will always gladly rememwould play their own tune on a ber.

>-

___

—

_____
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Imagine lying on this beach, talking of jellyfish,, catching the occasional wave and sipping a few cervesas. Yeah, we are all jealous of Julie. 1 worr'r talk about her tan. It hurts too much.
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Clubbing: the business way
ai

EvaP

In the hopes of helping you find
the right direction in life, or just to

have fun along the way. Laurier has
established numerous campus
clubs. Here is a summary of what
our Students' Union has to offer
you in terms of business fun:
If you're an innovative entrepreneur, or you just like helping
with new projects, Laurier's
Association for Collegiate
Entrepreneurs (ACE) might be
the thing for you. Its purpose is to
create new ventures, on or offcampus, and have students
become involved in new ventures
and their community.
The most famous example this
year would have to be the Student
Book Swap, which was organized
by ACE with the help of LMA
(Laurier's Marketing Association).
It was being called "the new alternative for buying and selling used
books," says Adam Barnard, president of ACE.
There are also conferences and
seminars, including the ACE
Laurier Regional Conference which
included speakers such as David
Singh, formerly of Fortune
Financial, and Steve Sadabus of
Modrobes, as well as an interactive
session provided by Enterprise
Rent-a-Car. There were also oncampus services which included
the Volunteer Tax Services and a
Market Strategy, Options Training.
ACE also commits itself to helping others with events such as the
NCR Christmas Food Drive,
Monopoly Night Charity Party and
the "Night out on the Town"
Charity Raffle. So if you're an
enthusiastic and innovative individual contact them at www.mem-
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Look at these stunning Laurier specimens. They're looking for some business fun... are you?

1

MARTIN
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more. According to their website,
their mission is to "bring together
students who have an interest in

the field of accounting, and provide these students with an avenue
for professional development." It
holds frequent events such as
information sessions, with representatives of firms and associations
discussing what lies ahead on the
road to becoming an accountant.
So, if you're interested, check
them
at
out
http://www.wlusu.com/acct/
If you're more of a problem
solver, perhaps Laurier Dex is
more your thing. "It is one of
Laurier's fastest growing organizations on campus," says its president. Programs, activities, and publications organized by Dex are
focused on helping its members
become professional business
leaders. Their main events consist
of case competitions. "This allows
bers.home.com/fedrock/ace
The Accounting Association students to apply their business
is one of Laurier's largest clubs. It knowledge in a whole variety of
proudly holds ties to some of fields," states Grum. Apparently,
Ontario's
most
prestigious growth is not the only success facaccounting firms, such as Ernst & tor they have had. Just before
Young, KPMG, Pricewaterhouse Christmas, Western hosted regional and Laurier proudly took home
Coopers, Arthur Anderson and others. It is also associated with the
3 out of 4 gold medals. Provincials
CMA Canada, Certified Institute of are only a short while away.
However, competing isn't the
Chartered Accountants and many

only thing this club does. It is also
known for its resume and interview workshops and numerous
social events. For this semester,
there will also be a joint venture
with Student Publications. All this
fun is topped off with a final competition in Salt Lake City, Utah,
where a number of Dex's members
will be flying out to show them
what Laurier is made of. If this is
up your alley, check them out at

nization's partnership with Venngo
Inc., which provides Business
Networking Software and services
to create private Internet solutions
for employees, customers, suppliers, partners and vertical markets.
Venngo has kindly agreed to
donate these services to e-Biz
every year, which allow its members to connect to a vast amount of
and
opportunities
business
resources. Members of the WLU eBiz club can market their business
www.wlusu.com/deca.
dot
fan.
you're
opportunities, special offers and
a
com
Perhaps
events not only to other members,
Then one of Laurier's newest orgafor
but
also to businesses connected
you.
nization's is right on site
The WLU e-Biz Club was voted to the Venngo Network. So, if you
Laurier's best New Club in 2000- have an idea, look into the WLU e2001. Its mission is "to bring Biz club.
The Economics Association
together students who share a pasnew
is
one of Laurier's School of
for
about
the
also
learning
sion
high-tech world of e-business," Business and Economics accomsays president Brad Palmer. It plishments. It focuses on bringing
together students and professors
focuses on entrepreneurship, hightech trends, networking, e-busifor both academic and social
ness, and learning and innovating opportunities. These include pub
through interaction. It consists of nights and an annual student/professor hockey game. The associamonthly networking events, presentations by e-business leaders, as tion has an exam bank consisting
well as workshops to ensure that of previous economics and busiwe stay informed about the ever ness exams which members can
out.
The
Economics
changing high-tech news, trends sign
and ideas that are popping up in Association has also put together a
today's world. One of the things resume project, where members'
that Palmer stressed was the orgaresumes are sent out to potential

employers. All business and economics students are encouraged to
sign up. Neil Patel, the association's president, has made it
known that they are looking for
executives for next year. So if
you're up for the job, submit your
resume to the P3117 mailbox or
contact
them
at
00econan@machl.wlu.ca.
Last, but not least is Laurier's
Marketing Association (LMA).
Its mission is to position members
at the forefront of the business
community through networking
with marketing professionals,
hands-on marketing experience
and interaction with others who
share an enthusiasm for marketing.
It entails general meetings and
events where guest speakers such
as Frank Mendicino, Vice-President
of Marketing from Alliance Atlantis
Motion Picture Distribution,
Pamela
Griffith-Jones, VicePresident of Marketing at Canadian
Tire Corp, and John Bradley, VicePresident of Marketing at Cadbury
Trebor Allan, all of whom are
experts in the world of marketing,
advertising, and communications.
LMA made itself known this year by
organizing the X-Box promotion in
the Concourse last semester.
Related to the promotion was a
marketing seminar which hosted
Greg Barber, Director of Gaming
and Retail from Microsoft and Glen
Drummond, partner of Quarry
Communications,
Integrated
speaking about the launching of XBox and brand positioning.
However, LMA also knows how to
have fun. With events like the
Salamander Social, which is a
miniature marketing competition,
seminars in Montreal, karaoke
night, an afternoon summit,
fundraisers such as bake sales, and
an End of the Year BBQ. "We plan
events and activities that involve
teaching or practising some aspect
of marketing and other useful business knowledge," says Man Tran,
president of LMA. If you feel you're
up for a challenge or simply want
to investigate the wonderful world
of marketing check them out

www.wlusu.com/lma/LMA.html.

Business Bytes
Weekly Business Joke
Before going to Europe on business, a
man drove his Rolls Royce to a downtown
NY City bank and went in to ask for an
immediate loan of $5,000. The loan officer
was quite taken aback, and requested collateral. "Well then, here are the keys to my
Rolls-Royce," the man said. The loan officer
promptly had the car driven into the bank's
underground parking for safekeeping, and
gave him $5,000.
Two weeks later, the man walked
through the bank's doors, and asked to settle up his loan and get his car back. The loan
officer checked the records and told him,
"That will be $5,000 in principal, and $15.40
in interest." The man wrote out a check,
WEDNESDAY lANUARY 30 2002

of these technology companies are waitaway.
ing for these bankruptcies to occur so they
"Wait sir," the loan officer said, "while can pick up assets at bargain prices.
"There is a vulture mentality coming to
you were gone, I found out you are a millionaire. Why in the world would you need bear in the marketplace and everyone is
waiting," said Susan Mingie, senior vice-presto borrow money?"
The man smiled. "Where else could I ident and partner in the Ottawa office of
securely park my Rolls-Royce in Manhattan Deloitte & Touche. Andrew Katz, partner at
Skypoint Capital Corp., a venture capital
for two weeks and pay only $15-40?"
firm, agrees that the carnage will continue
Flooded by Bankruptcy Wave
even if the economy recovers quickly this
One of the country's prime high-tech spring. He adds that the firms most at risk
centres is poised for another wave of bankare the start-ups who did not cut back their
spending in time to preserve cash.
ruptcies, as cash-strapped firms are crumFiling for bankruptcy protection can buy
bling before the economic recovery can free
up more financing dollars, bankruptcy a firm time to formulate a restructuring plan
that could ensure the continued life of the
experts predict. What's more, potential buy-

thanked the loan officer, and started to walk

ers

business... or at least a better price if
company ends up being sold.

the

Business/Economics Co-op Woes
Increased strain on the lackluster economy has caused the once blooming financial
sector to wilt. Co-op postings are up for
business and economic students and there
are very few finance jobs available. Co-op
coordinators warned students beforehand
that jobs would be slim pickings, but no one
expected it to be this bad.
Compiled by Richard Piotroski
and Chris Jacobson
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Camp Wayne co-ed camp in
Northeast PA. (6/19-8/16).
If you love children and want a
caring, fun environment, we need
female staff for Tennis, Golf,
Gymnastics, Swimming, Water
Skiing, Sailing, Baseball, Softball,
Soccer, Volleyball, Cheerleading,
Camping and Nature, Ropes
Course, Drama, Ceramics,

Photography, Videography,
Silkscreen Drawing and Painting,
Batik, Printmaking, Sculpture,
Calligraphy, Guitar, Piano,
Aerobics, Martial Arts,
Maintenance/Gardener.
Interviews at Rim Park Job Fair
February 6th.
Call 1-800-279-3019.
On line applications at
www.campwaynegirls.com
Come Home To Camp Wayne
For the Summer of Your Life
Camp Wayne, NE PA. Counselor
Specialists for all Land/Water
sports. Tennis, Outdoor
Adventure- Climbing/Ropes,
Camping, Mtn Biking,
Sailing/Waterskiing/Boating, Roller
Center. Interviews in conjuction
with 4-School Job Fair in
Kitchener on Wednesday,
February 6. On line application:
www.campwayne.com
Call 1-888-549-2963
info(o campwayne.com

Travel The World Teaching
English
If you speak English you can teach
English. Thousands of new jobs
each month. Pay off your student
loans. Become a certified TESOL
teacher. A real opportunity for
adventure. 5 day certification
course in Kitchener. Evenings and
week-ends.
February 13 17th.
An orientation meeting will be
held on Thursday, January 24th
and February 7th at 7:oopm at the
Raddisson. '
-

Summer Jobs For 2001!!
Come to Maine!
Staff recruiter on campus
Wednesday, February 6, 2002.
Interviewing positions in:
Waterskiing, Tennis, Climbing,
Outdoor Tripping, Athletics,
Waterfront, Ceramics, Arts &
Crafts, Riding.
Competitive salary. Room, Board,
Travel Allowance.
Call Camp Laurel at
1-800-327-3509 or email
summer@camplaurel.com to set
up an interview.
Visit www.camplaurel.com
Canadian Forces Army Reserve
Employment with a challenge and
adventure. Full time summer
employment, part-time throughout the year.
Call 624-4393
SBE Proctor Still Needed
It is not too late. Want to proctor?
Need Money? Do your civil duty.
Call Anne at extension 2572

There's no empty space in here!
WEDNESDAY

Your Time Is Valuable
At the Distress Centre you can
volunteer providing confidential
supportive listening to individuals
in distress.
We provide complete training.
Call today. 744-7645 x317
www.cmhawrb.on.ca
"

Volunteers Required
Are you able to volunteer a few
hours weekly during the school
day'
The FRIENDS service at CMHA
matches volunteers with children
who need additional support in
their school setting.
Please call 744-7645 x 317
www.cmhawrb.on.ca

HSHHsfIHHIBI
Roommate wanted to share with 2
girls for a 3 bedroom basement
apartment. Close to WLU. Fully
applianced and immediate occupancy. Call Joe at 416-737-9663

Newly Renovated
3/6 bedroom house. 12 month
lease. $500.00 inclusive. Free laundry and parking. skm walk to
WLU. Call 416-737-9663
—

Free Room, Free Education,
No Scam
Legal, two apartment, 7 bedroom
ho USe for sale in a °reat nei"hbourhood near both universities.

Can assist with rental and finance
information. Open house
February 16th and 17th.
See web site for details:
http://www.geocities.com/uni-

house4sale/
2 Rooms Available
2/5 bedroom house on Bricker
Ave. May to May lease. $425 plus
utilities. Laundry and parking
available.
Call 746-3281

Fabulous 5 Bedroom House
658 Marshall St, large common
area, two full baths, very close to
WLU, laundry, parking, shed, large
backyard, $365 Utilites.
Call James or Mark for viewing.
722-4556 or 722-4187
+

Very Large 8 Bedroom House
349 Albert St., extra close, two

kitchens, two baths, two common
areas, all large rooms, laundry,
Utilities.
parking for 5. $365
For viewing call James or Mark.
722-4556 or 722-4187
+

Superb 7 Bedroom House
423 Tamorack Dr. Large deck, two
kitchens, two baths, laundry, parking, newly renovated and well
kept. For viewing call James or
Mark. 722-4556 or 722-4187

3 Bedroom self-contained apartment available May Ist. Shows
AAA all modern. 2 min walk to
WLU. 4 minute walk to University
of Waterloo.
Call 577-7417. Ask for Dan
Stop asking us! No, I'm not gonna

JANUARY 30 2002

1-3 Bedroom Apt.

Newly carpeted, new windows,
ensuite w/dryer no charge.
Utilities included in rent. Ample
parking. Lease May Ist, 2002 to
April 30, 2003. Minimum 3 students 1370.00/student. For appt.
call 416-491-1370 or cell phone at

416-700-9840
1 Bachelor Apt.
Separate kitchen, bed sitting,
ensuite bathroom. Ample parking.
Close to both Universities.
Utilities included. Suit one student. $475.00/month. Lease May
Ist, 2002 to April 4th, 2003. For
appt. call 416-491-1370 or cell
phone at 416-700-9840
2 Bedroom Apartment
Main floor of a house. All hardwood floors ' lnc!udes laundry.
Big front porch and private back
porch. Available May Ist. Very
nice. Call 577-7417. Ask for Dan
Available May for 6
Students, an excellent house, near
WLU. Two bedrooms, two
kitchens, laundry and living
rooms. $2100 plus utilities.

Roommate Needed!!
5 respnsible fun-loving girls looking for a roommate (male or
female). Facilities include 2 full
bathrooms, free laundry and parking. 7 minute walk to WLU. 12
month lease. Please contact Holly
@

884-1271

Bachelors up to five bedroom
units available. Walking distance
to campus. Prices range from
$275-1765.

Guitar Lessons, Michael
Bennett Music
Personalized instruction in electrie, acoustic, classical, bass, theory, improvisation, ear training.
Centrally located. Serious study or
just fun. 576-6881

Attention Student Painters
New and used ladders and crew
kits for sale. Gieat Piices!
Call 519-754-8410
LSAT GMAT GRE MCAT
-

-

-

"46-7928

Scholarships Available
Heidi Thiessen Memorial
Scholarships ($lOOO and $500) are
available to third and fourth year
students at the University of
Waterloo and Wilfrid Laurier
University.

February 8, 2002 deadline.
F° r details see
www.stc.waterloo.ca.
Regan Watts
Executive Vice President:
University Affairs
Campaign Platform
Who am I ? Regan Watts; Footer,
Breaker, BOD member, student
and friend.
Why am I running? Because I
am a student who cares about
Laurier and I will fight for OUR
RIGHTS!
What will Ido for you? I cannot begin to sum up the amount
of work that I will do for YOU,
THE STUDENT, if elected EVP:UA.
However, here is a list of the areas
where I intend to improve your
WLU experience:
Student Housing: Are you satisfied with your landlord? IT S TIME
TO FIGHT FOR OUR RIGHIS!
Professor Evaluations: Do you
inspiring?
y° ui P lo^s t0
Have
it?
Parking:
Want it? WE
NEED MORE OF IT!
Study Space. Is there enough?
The library? HA! NO THANKS!
OSAP: Are you tired of lining up?
-

-

Co-op Style Lease
5 bedroom apt. available Sept./02
for 4 months in Fall together with
4 months in Summer of '03.
Furnished. $100 per week plus
utilities. Don 888-0364
May: 3Mor F
Two WLU guys need 3 people to
fill 5 room flat. Split utilities. One
year or eight month lease commencing May '02. Located at 161
Albert between Seagram &
Bricker, next to Lucinda House.
Parking; air conditioning; sun
room; large backyard; storage
space for bicycles in garage; washer and dryer; partly furnished. 2
bathrooms among 5 tenants. One
minute walk to WLU for easy sublets. $90/ week.
Call Don at 519-888-0364

Close To Laurier
Five bedroom house. 338 King St.
North (5 minute walk). Cermaic
tile in kitchen and bathroom. Big
backyard with huge deck.
Hardwood floors. Two living
rooms. Phone and cable in every
washer and
room. Parking for 3
dryer. New furnace and forced air
conditioning. Furnished if desired.
$450/month including utilities.
Contact 501-1336 or 746-1539
+

Large 5 Bedroom House
A large, spacious house close to
Laurier. Two full bathrooms, two
fridges, large kitchen, free laundry. Only $380/ month + utilities
per room.
Please contact 880-0225

2 Rooms Available
Two rooms in a 5 bedroom unit.
A ten minute walk, 40 Cardill.
Large kitchen, spacious deck,
laundry.
$410 utilities included.
Call for viewing. 888-9202
mention your name this week!!

~

www.PßEP.com
Chance Favours the PREPaied
Mind!
Flexible formats and frequent Uof
T start dates. Subscribe to our
"Law School Bound" email
newsletter at: learn@prep.com
LSAT prep for June 10 starts May
4, 11, 25, 30. GM\F prep starts
monthly. Di. Ferdinand s Gold
Standard MCAT piogiam starts on
June 8 and July 20
www.prep.com 1-800-410-PREP
ULTIMATE QUESTIONS
Bible study by correspondence.
For a free copy of the course
please send name and address to
Bible Study,
Zion United Reformed Church
1238 Main St.
Gen.del.Sheffield, Ont.
LOR IZO
or email bible@zurch.on.ca
Visit or website: www.zurich.on.ca

02.02.02...
Come celebrate with Student
Publications staff, past Cord editors,
alumni and Laurier administration
at the 75th anniversary of WLUSP.
Huge bash to be happening at the
Turret this Saturday night, doors
open at 9pm.
Hundreds of dollars in prizes to be
given away. Everyone through the
door gets a prize. That's free stuff
y'all!!
Come celebrate 75 years of the
Cord!

-

-

I AM!

Tuition fees: they should be like
January, FROZEN!
Growth: WE MUST NOT GROW
ANY FURTHER!
If you have any questions regarding these issues, or anything else
you would like to discuss, please
-

-

contact me at

watts_for_us@hotmail.com or
519-883-7857. It is time for new

initiative and change. I ask for
Y our support in our pursuit to
create A SPARK ON CAMPUS!

Take Care,

Regai^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
Sexy Maneesh,
Use us and abuse us. Where's our
dessert?
P-S. Y&R is not the same wit out
you!
You know who..
~~~

Latest News From Conrad,
Miss Boobie 2002,
Who lives upon A2,
You were not wearing a bra,
@ least not from what we saw,
First we saw your back,
Then you showed your rack,
So next time be certain,
Don't forget to close your curtain.
Youi Contad Neighbours

And yes, the fire alarm in the
Concourse on Monday was caused
by....us. Way to go Maneesh with
that popcorn machine of yours!

Sadly Dave has resorted to
getting the Cord sta to write
his personal ads.
Hello, friends, my name is Dave
and I am the best thing to happen

Teflon: one day a bullet will get
through. Hehehe....
THE BULLET!!!!!

to bread since they

The Real 02-02-02
My birthday! Groundhog Day!

.

.

decided

to

slice it. Ohh!!!
I know...l'm really not funny
Dave Wellhauser
VP: everything
dwellhau@wlu.ca

